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WLrgin A Moore—Apothecaries.
© W Tapley— Insurance.
China A Japan Tea Co—Tea, coffee and
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QRANT CO.,

effect Oct J4, 1901.

East—7.18 a. m., 6.08 p. ro.
West—ll-M a. m., 5.26 p. m.

MAIL CLOSES AT

POST-OFFICE.

Train from the west arrives t* 7.18 a. m., departs for the west at 6X7 p. m. Mall closes for
the west at 5X0 p.m.
/
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City Clerk Levi B.
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last week.

cow

MARKET

compelled to suspend court one
days, during the week. On Monday Justice Emery relieved him, and will
preside for tbe remainder of the term.
A burning chimney at the Henry Adams*
Tbe Eureka hose running team will give
house on tbe Surry road list Wednesday
dance and supper at Odd Fellows hall
afternoon set fire to tbe woodwork about
next Monday evening.
it. A brisk fire was burning in tbe attic
Misa May Bonaey, who has been at- and had eaten
through tbe partitions
tbe
Boston
tending
conservatory of when discovered. Neighbors responded
arrived
home
music,
Thursday.
to the alarm, and by hard work saved the
and

Mrs. C. C. Royal has returned home
ifter spending several weeks with relatives in Boston.

or

Charles W. Mason and James A. Staleft Monday for Portland to attend
the United States district court as grand
lurors.

house.

Mrs. W. I. Olmstead,
formerly Miss
Harriet Mason, of Bangor, has been in
the city since Saturday. She returns tomorrow.
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and in order to do so you must Imre
warm clothing, and there is no better
Owen

|
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fn the State t.. buy than of
Myrn, tlie Water street clothier

There will be

ULSTERS from #4.50 upwards.
OVERCOATS from #5.50 to #20.

i»
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, 1
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][

CHILDREN’S SLITS, #1.25 and upwards.

#:{

12 to 17 years, .'{-piece Suits,

II

and upwards.

(I

I1

<[

MEN'S WINTER SUITS, Hoavy Weight, S3.SO and up.
UNDERWEAR, woot-floocod, $1 per suit; SOc. per garment.
V
HATS and CAPS In groat varletlos, from SOc. to $2.
'J
Gloves.
Mittens. |)
Shirts.
Stockings,
iiNeckwear,
Fancy

*!

J

l1
i)
\
I

Collars.

Cuffs.

<[

Handkerchiefs,

jtusrtnt** you can **▼•< monvr !»y ml! In*
I hiv utber artlc
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Next Monday is “settlement day” for
city government, and for tbe next
lew days they will be busy with accounts
ind settlements preparatory to issuing
their annual report.
the

^

^

the Associated

adjourned meeting of
Charities at Manning hall
an

Monday afternoon
»armstly desired that ail
next

make

extra effort to be

an

E. A. Mason, formerly pastor of
Ellsworth Baptist church, who has
recently been elected field secretary of the
Maine Sunday school association, will
have his office and residence in Portland.

YOURSELF

worry.
PAYflENTS

on

losses

are

LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.

beginning

force

out in

of the opeii

sea-

The

poud.
The board of

poll list

many

against lossbv FIRE. Take out a
policy in our agency and lie free from

the

were

largest string brought into Ellsworth was by Andrew McFarland and
Harvey Morang. from upper Patten’s

tbe

SECURE

present.

Rev.

son.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

It is
will

the

Saturday,

MASON,

3 30.

members

Owing to the storm Sunday, the union
meeting announced for the evening at the
Congregational church was postponed until next Sunday. Mr. Kerr will preach, the
»errnon being the same as announced.

The winter fishermen

C. W. & F. L.

at

who

assessors

in

recently

Ellsworth,

were

dead

or

revised

cutting
had

of

moved

away from the city, and puttiug on new
The list is reduced
ones.
by about

twenty-five

names.

To-night the newest Ellsworth lodge,
the Daughters of Liberty, will give their
In
initial sociable at Grand Army hall.
addition to tbe social arrangements of the
affair, there will be a sale. Two quilts
will be drawu for during the evening.
D. H. Tribou, U. S. N., has
transferred from the
battleship

Chaplain
been

Write

us

for furthur

particulars.

“Iowa” to tbe

battleship “Wisconsin”,

was

two

The loss is covered

—

travelling salesman for a
Boston bouse, bis territory being Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont. Mrs. Sealis

employed

|

Mr. It. H. Holmes has disjiosed of the management of the China
A Japan Tea Co. to M. M. and E. E. Davis, who will continue the
The same business methods
business at the present location.
will be continued. Trade checks that are out will be redeemed by
the new management exactly as agreed by Mr. Holmes.
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|

ander’s many Ellsworth friends

glad

are

to welcome them.

Mrs. Fred Segebath died this morning
on Dean street, after a long
illness, in the forty-ninth year of her age.
Mrs. Segebath was esteemed by a wide
circle of friends. She leaves, besides her
husband, Capt. Fred Segebath, a mother,
Mrs. Samuel Harden, of Brunswick, and
several brothers and sisters. Funeral ser-

Friday

vices will be held at the house
ternoon at 2

o’clock, Rev. J.

af-

P. Simon ton

officiating.
The distress warrants served by the city
on Collectors Holmes and WhitThe one
comb will become due soou.
against Collector Holmes is returnable
Feb. 12tand that against Collector Whitcomb Feb. 22. The collectors are hustling
to meet the conditions of the warrant*,
treasurer

hut have still

some

fl,5Q0

collect

to

to

satisfy the warrants. Mayor and aldermen
say the warrant-* will be
letter this time.

enforced

the

to

COUGHS

|

CLING

“Olympia” Will sail next
week for Virginia and will return to New
York to participate in the reception to
In June she
Prince Henry of Germany.
will sail for England, and then cruise
The

foreign waters,

making

a

* I... n!r.hi.

J. Sibley White, of St. Louis,
a few hours to day, calling

town

few friends be knew here two

was

in
the

on

generations

ago. Mr. White is a native of Brewer.
Before the war he went to New York,

Baltimore,
where he

Washing-

thence to

At the close of the

Parsons,

Mr.

he

war

has

been

went to

since,

ever

on a

Saturday

in

the

was

interest

in

Ells-

of

the

Ellsworth Castiue electric road project.
Mr. Halman has recently obtained by a
careful canvass of the towns along the

proposed

route

facts
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Good Mixture,

Broken,

3 lbs. for 25c.

2 lbs. for 25c.

Cream Mixture,

Fruit,

l ib. for 10c.
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X
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Nuts,

|
Tobacco, Cigars |

?

DRINKS

HOT
_

▼

The cry In cold weather la for
hot drink., ami In reapontc to a
popular dtm >nd, I have cstabllahe<l a hot drink department, where
you can 1« aenred with chocolate,
clam bouillon,
beef tea, coffee,
tomato bouillon, orangeade.

CHOICE CANDIES
My candles

are

all

,,

,,
..

k

Special Candy

Sale

Saturday.

CHAPMAN,

Ellsworth.

T Main street,

HERBERT

..

J.

fresh-made

every <1ay.

S. E.

,,

L.

§
T

I*

at frequent intervals—that’s Z

why physicians prefer
50c per pint bottle.

Imade

it.

Price, Z

JWIQOIN & MOORE,

Biuehill, Maine.
Firat-cla.a Workman.hip
Kea.ouable Fricca.
Solicited.
Corroepondence
Order.
Trial
Give
;

The characters will appear in costumes of
the times.
The cast of characters is
\llj.

u

111/1 a

lankt/na

freight and passenger traffic
might be expected for the road.
He has renewed hopes for the success of

which

project

and

one

reason

1 Kn

for

his

as

X

follows:
a

/lan/rlilai*

pa/it

Z

I

visit

whs

$
o

2

in lower Patten’s pond on Friday afternoon, the day before the law was off.
Judge Peters so found, and imposed a
tiue of flO and costs to be divided among
the three men. Judge E. E. Chase, of
Bluebill, conducted the case for the prosecution. The men had no counsel.

a

t

)ance and supper
>ing team.

Delivery for Lamoine.
given by the
rural free delivery route from Ellsworth
to Trenton and back by way of Oak Point
establishment

of

a

petition

route

eighty others for

a

La-

just

j

The

Opp. Post Office, ELLSWORTH

*

^ranklin.

Wednesday, Feb. 19—Annual meeting
J Sggemoggin local union, C. fi., at North
* ledgwick Baptist church.

re-

Devereux and

route between

worth and Lamoine Beach.

Ells*

proposed

Thursday, Feb. 20—Masonic convention
t Odd Fellows hall, Ellsworth.
.:::-3

twenty-two miles long, and will

route is
serve

has

afibcrtiscmcnta.

160 families.

The route from Ellsworth would be to
North Lamoiue by the new road, to Lamoine, to East Lamoine, to Lamoine

Beach,

|

a

Perfumes

Perfumes

Partridge Cove
Ellsworth, crossing the

thence back to the

road, thence to

main road at North

this route would

j

Perfumes

Lamoine, and follow-

postoffieea at North Lamoine,

run-

j ocal

moine.

Representative Burleigh
ceived a petition from A. R.

by Eureka bose

Tuesday, Feb. 18—Meeting of Riverside
uniOD, C. E„ at Methodist church,

for the

through

At
were

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Feb. 17,
8, 19—Meeting of Bucksport District
J Ainisterial association, western division,
1 t Methodist church, Ellsworth.
Friday, Feb. 14— Odd Fellows’ convenI ion at Ellsworth.

The eminent satisfaction

a

ice

Wednesday, Feb. 5, at Grand Army ball
by
Daughters of Liberty,
’ickets, 10 ceuts, including refreshments.
Monday, Feb. 10, at Odd Fellows hall—

_

has led to

□rry several smelt tents on the
to pieces by the wind.

orn

i- -Sociable

girl.Bernice Eldrldge
there will be
Monaghan’s orchestra will fur-

Bayside

AaKa.

traps.

5 cents.

Free

and

IaKaIa.

and

cars

COMING RVKM'S.

country

dancing.

tkn

Wednesday, Feb. 5, at Odd Fellows hall
-Flay “The Ladies of Cranford,”by memj j era of Unitarian society, followed by
j lance. Admission, 25cents; dance tickets,

the entertainment

After

olnnn

report the loss of

r len

Perfumes

j

Perfumes

Lamoine, East Lamoine, Lamoine Beach. !
Special Inspector E. P. Boutelle is ex- J
pected here soon to go over the route and j
report upon its pracicatbliity.

Perfumes

The

management of the China & Japan

Tea Co.

baa

been

transferred

from

K.

VIOLET

if.

Holmes,

CARNATION

whose enegy has built up a
tl mrisbing trade during tbe past year,
to Melvin M. & Effie E. Davis, who took

NEW MOWN HAY
Here is

life,

APPLE BLOSSOM

list of

J°CKEV CLUB

POPULAR
ODORS
We have

MAV FL°WER

...

YLANO YLANO

others

ROSE

HELIOTROPE
MAY BLOSSOM

FRANGIPANN1

CARNATION PINK
per ounce at

Davis tbe liberal patronage tbe public has
given him.
If you would succeed in
know what you can’t do.

a

IT

WOULD

...

BE CHEAP AT

PARCH ER,

learn to

SOc.

Druggist

5 ff
Ministerial

Meeting Postponed.

The meeting of the western division of
the

Prescription Druggists,

Birch Harbor the schooners “Sarah”
“Reindeer” dragged ashore and filled.

nd

All

Mies Vivian Kelllher
Miss Mary Smith, her visitor, Miss Eva Nealley
Miss Jessie Brown, a new resident,
Mrs Charles Sealander
Miss Pole, a friend of Miss Jcnkyns,
Mrs YV H Titus
Mrs Forrester, born a Tyrell,
Mrs E E Springer
Miss Betty Barker, a retired milliner,
Mrs J P Eld ridge
The Hon Mrs Jamieson, a leader In society,
Mrs L F Giles
Martha, maid to Miss Jenkyns,
Miss Beatrice Kelllher
Peggy, maid to Miss Barker, Miss Sarah Jarvis
Mrs Purkls, a couutry woman,
Miss Grace 1 Lord
LUtle Susan, her daughter, Marion Woodward

amount of

the

the

possession to-day.
f Heed the cough that exceeds the X
complete organization of the company so
The stock and goodwill go with the
If loss Z as to be in readiuess to do business. Tne
X limits of a simple cold.
transfer, and for the present the business
held
will
be
this
Z
for
meetiug
purpose
will be continued in the store where it
x of tlesh goes with it,
you surely
Feb. 20, in Ellsworth.
now is, the Holmes
building, recently
need Wiggin A Moore’s Emulsion x Thursday,
Hiram Knowles, Fred Warren and Ivory purchased by M. Uallert.
of Cod Liver Oil. It builds faster x
The same general plan of conducting
Anderson, of Surry, were arraigned in the
court
disease can tear down. 2 Ellsworth municipal
than
yesterday tbe business will be continued by the new
Trade checks issued by Mr.
Makes blood, gives strength, and § afternoon, on complaint of Walter R. managers.
Butler, fish and game warden, of Bluebill, Holmes will be honored by his successors.
cures stubborn throat and lung J
Mr. Holmes was forced to relinquish
charged w*th fishing for trout and
Z salmon in close time. The testimony of the business because of too close confinetroubles.
Mr. Butler aud the admission of the three ment, which was telling on bis health.
To do its best the Emulsion must ¥
He has not yet decided just what he will
men showed that they were technically
be fresh* You are sure of fresh- ¥
guilty of violation of the law in setting do.
¥
He cordially bespeaks for Mr. and Miss
tbelr Hues, baited for trout and salmon,
ness when you get our Emulsion,

HERRICK, t

taxidermist.

the social committee of

society. The play, taken from
the populur book of the same name, depicts a phase of life half a century ago.

the

concerning

to arrange for a meeting of the
Incorporators of the proposed road to

THE

of

auspices

abolish the

1. L. Halman, of Boston,
worth

Sunday’s Storm.
Sunday’s storm of wind, snow, hail,
r • in, thunder and lightning was severe in
* [ancock county.
The lightning waa
B harp and the thunder heavy, but no seric us damage from lightning is reported.
The wind was responsible for most of
* he damage by the storm.
At Manset
1 he schooner “Cosmopolitan” dragged
8 shore, but was not seriously damaged.

“The Ladles of Cranford.”
The society play, “The Ladies of Cranford,” will be presented to-night at Odd
Fellows hall by a local cast, under the

W. King,
ing the old road back.
trip East for
The establishment of

father of Mrs. A.

Louis, who is

the benedt of his health.

here

SUBSCRIBE FOR

Sudden Death of George Dyer.
of Eddington, aged thirtyTrain Struck Sled on Whlch Were Two h lx years, a horseman well known on
1 lanoock county tracks, dropped dead in
Persons, at Ellsworth Falls.
What came near being a very serious | •angor yesterday afternoon.
accident occurred yesterday morning at
Ho was driving op State street, accomEllsworth Falls. Benjamin Uiles, driving j ianed by Dr. F. E. Whitcomb, of
Orono,
a horse sled, attempted to cross the railf jrmerly of Ellsworth. The horse waa
road track in front of the freight train, c loving
along at a lively pace, and Mr.
He succeeded in getting the horse across, I >yer reached
forward, for the purpose of
but the locomotive struck the rear end of s ^curing a better bold
upon the reins, and
the sled, throwing it several feet to one d rew the animal back, lie had
barely
side.
a ccomplisbed this when his hold npon
Miss Kate Laffln, who was ridng up to t tie reins relaxed and he
pitched forward,
school on the sled, was thrown off and es- i »r. Whitcomb took the reins and drove
caped with some slight bruises. It was a t > the hospital, but when he reached
very narrow escape for them both.
t here Mr. Dyer was dead.

nish music.

two years in

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK*

George Dyer,

United States at
represent
the naval display in connection with the
coronation of King Edward VII of Engthe

which is to

also of St.

powder.

NARROW ESCAPE.

Jennie,

Louis,

pure, cream of tartar

absolutely

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Morris Sowle, who enlisted in the navy
few months ago, has been assigned to a
coveted berth on board the “Olympia”

St.

f
I

An

a

land.

biscuit,

griddle cakes, rolls and muffins.

Unitarian

at her home

ton.

WHEN

1

CO.,

TEA

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

as

and where he has built up a large marble
business. He was accompanied here by

A BUSINESS CHANGE

CHINA

by insurance.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zealander will
make their home with Mrs. Zealander’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Friend.
They arrived here Friday. Mr. Sealander

tbeuce to

36'ocrtisnnmts.

Makes delicious hot

convention here.

Chief Justice Wiswell is having a serious
time with his arm as a result of vaccination, and is confined to bis house. He was
presiding at court in Bangor last week,

Friday.

ples

BAKING

Friday of next week will be Odd Fellows* day in Ellsworth. From present
indications, all parts of the county will
send large delegations. The programme
for the convention has already been
printed in The American. On tbe
Thursday following, the Masons will
have their

Schools Nos. 1, 9 and 10 closed Jan. 24,
2, 5, 6, 8,11 aud 13 closed last

FREE.f
BURRILL’S
|$

l HAND-PAINTED

lost

ind schools

I MEATS, GROCERIES and PROVISIONS?
V

Wyman

MIm Catherine Simon ton was at home
from Eastport over Sunday.

tour

b«'v

m.

8UH DAT.

ELLSWORTH nncl BAK HAUBOH, ME.

I 11 la !■

Edmon Eno has bonded the hotel
Shore Acres at L<tmolne Point, Intending
to purchase it and run it the coming
summer.
He contemplates making many
Improvements on the hotel. His bond
covers the hotel and two and
one-half
acres of land, running to the sh$re.
The
■table la not Included.

POST OFTICE.

Going East-6X0 a. m., 5 30 p. m. •
Goino West-11.20 a. m., 5 and 9X0 p.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

m., there will be no foreif it blows again at 11,

a.

session;

no afternoon session, but 1f
it does not blow at 11, there will be an
afternoon session.

found.

8CIIRDULB ©F MAILS
AT

noon

there will he

Whitmore—Dory

Going
Goino

The

blows at 7.45
spice.

k,

■

No. 0.

)I

:-i--;-—r—:-——<
ftoumucnirm*.
JAJUAL AFr AllilS. the flagship of the Pacific station. The
“Iowa” wan last reproted at Talcahuano,
NEW ADVKUTISKMF.Mm THIS WEEK. Chill, while *he “Wisconsin** was
at
Valparaiso. Mr. Tribou is the ranking
.Statement-Western Assurance Co.
of
the
navy.
Statement—Traders aud Mechanics Mutual chaplain
Ins Co.
A change has been made in the system
Statement— Quire? Mutual Fire Ins Co.
1 1. Kalman —Corporator!’ Hireling.
of no-school signals.
If the
whistle

Most Reliable Home and Foreign Companies.
Lowest Rates Compatible with. Safety.
MONEY TO LOAN collateral.
«Vam*. to

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 5, 1902.

■

Bucksport

association,
Monday, Tues-

Ministerial

announced to be held here
day and Wednesday of next week, has
been postponed for one week.
The meeting will be at the Ellsworth
Methodist church, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Feb. 17,18 and 19.

I

t
t
X

O.
GENERAL

W.

TAPLEY,

INSURANCE

Bank

The

Building,

Ellsworth American

AGENT.

REAL ESTATE.

INVESTMENTS,

EIPwcrth.

—

only COUNTV paper.
I

.’.

t

jt
T

CHRISTIAN

fllntnal Brncfit (Solninn

KNOKAVOR.

Staple For
| 0 Corn

the Work BeirInnInK Frh
t by Rev. 9. II. Doyle.
)' Topis —The pathway to peace.—John xlv
®-3i; Isa. xxvl, 3.

EDITED BT

(PATTY’S
1

“AUW MADGE".

tern

j

always fillet
desire to leave something to tin

Derailing friends

are

The purposes of this column are succinct*
stated in the title and motto-It 1* for the mu
tun km fit. and alms to be httpftt* «»•>* l»**pefu
Being for the common good, it 1* for the «►»
mou use-a public servant, a purveyor of hi
formation and suggestion, a medium lor the In
tnchange of ideas. In this capacity tl so > tell
communications, ami Us success itc pr ».d» iargt
m
ly tn the cut port given It in this n sjeet
munlcatlons must be signed, hut the name o
writer will not be printed except oy letMlniei
Communications will be subject to approval o
rejection by the editor of the column, ui non
will be rejected without good reason. Addres
all communications to
The Ameiicak,
h-iisworui. Me.

(With a
loved ones who remain behind. Thii
desire possessed even the Lord Jesui
Christ, and as lie was abont to lean
His disciples He bequeathed to then

■

ft
St

Sophie Binns, President Young
People’s Christian Temperance Union,Mrs.

Fruitvale, Bal., Cured of Congestion and
Inflammation of the Ovaries by
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
«

sick

Ukar Mrs. Pinkham:—Eighteen months ago I
woman.

I had

felt for

some

months that

I

E.

Lydia
was

a

pretty

gradually

grew

weaker, but finally I had such severe pains I could hardly stand it.
I had taken cold during menstruation and this developed into congestion of the ovaries and inflammation, and I could not bear to walk or
stand on my feet. The doctor recommended an operation which I
would not hear of. One of my friends advised me to try Lydia E.
Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound, so I gave it a trial. Can
you imagine my feeling when within two months I felt considerably
better, my general health was improved, and my pains had entirely
disappeared. I kept taking it six weeks more and am now enjoying
the best of health, thanks to you. Yours truly, Mrs. Sophie Binns.”
*3000 FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
When women are troubled with irregular, uppressed or painful
I menstruation, weakness, leueorrhuea, displacement or ulceration of ttie
; womb, that l>earing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude,
excitability, “irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “allgone” and want-to-be-left-alone feelings, blues, and hopelessness,
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia K.
Pinkhani's Vegetable CohijmmiiiiI at once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you need the liest

|

I

PRO HATH COURT.

j

have lived and died very poor men,
|
| and he wished not only to recompense
men for their work but to afford promisI
ing talent an opportunity for further decries

Proceedings

at the

.January Term

held

at Kllsnorth.
Wills
B.

admitted to probate:

Hodgkins,

Ltmoine;

Edmund

Matilda

J.

Springer, Franklin.
Wills presented for probate:
Mary E.
of these prizes was anLadd, Bucksport; John G. Lsttey, Dednounced December 10 for the year 1001. ;
bam; John W. Dreaser, Castlne.
The prize for peace and arbitration was
Administration granted ou estates of
equally divided between Dr. Henry Maria B. Atwood. Hancock; Samuel F.
Amherst; George R. CunningDunant, a Swiss physician, and Frederic Huzztli,
ham, Peter Cain, Abijah Garland, Sarab H.
Passy, the French advocate of interna- ( Slockbndge, Eltsworlb; George A. Davis,
lional peace. Dr. Dunant was reported as Bucksport; Harriet D. Joy, Hancock.
Petitions ti ed for administration in
ill and destitute in a Swiss hospital.
estates of
William
Mercer, Waitbam;
The medical prize went to Dr. Emil Patrick
Mulbern, Sullivan.
the
discov- j Guardians appointed unto Addie M.
j Behring, Marburg, Germany,
minor, Ellsworth; Thomas Bisset,
j erer of antitoxin for diphtheria; the Stover,
Samuel J. Candage, minor, Blueprize in chemistry to Dr. J. H. Varit Hoff. | minor,Hottis L. Farnham
and
Doris L.
hlli;
a native of Holland.
William Rontgcn, Farnbam, minora, Penobscot;
Agnes E.
famous as the discoverer of the X-rays, Crane, minor, Winter Harbor.
Inventories returned in estates of
was the recipient of the prize in
physics. | Edwin J Grindte,
Penobscot; Williams.
And the literary prize was awarded to the
Newman, Tremont; Henrietta Staples,
refreshed, the faintness at the stomach Fenchpoet Armand Sully Prudbomme.
Bible EEAJDntos.
Stonington.
renewed to wage your
Affidavits of not ice of appointment rt
I have garnered these facts from an arNam. vi, 24-20; Job xxii, 21; Fs. iv, g ne, your courage
turned in estate* of James Collar, plantawarfare against all enemies to domestic ticle in the
January Review of Reviews, j tion No. 33; Edwin J. Grindle,
8; xxxiv, 14; cxxii, 1-9; Isa. lvii, 21;
Penobscot;
and comfort. Will something else
They were very interesting, to me and it William S. Newinan, Tremout; Charles H.
Horn, v, 1; Epb. ii, 14; Phil, iv, 1-7; peace
do as well for a lunch? Oh, yes, indeed. is
broadening and ennobling to read of Parker, Bucksport; Clara L. W alley; BoaCoL 111. 17.
j
ton.
But it seems as though flaked rice couldn’t such
impulses and efforts to make the
Petit ion tiled and license granted to sell
hurt any one. And speaking of that con- world better and
Cbrint’a Law of Lore.
help our fellowmen.
estate in estate of William S. Newman.
venient article to have on hand, let me a*k
Aunt Madge,
for Rale of real estate grsnted
Christ's law of love knows no exj in Licenses
if you have ever tried flaked rice for
estates of Suaau Gray, Castlne; Isaac
ception. It embraces all that can be you
Mace, Aurora.
A little used that way
tbkkening
soups?
It looks upward to God, tbe
loved.
Petition died for sale of real estate in
A WAIF FROM THK SKA.
is very nice. And here also is a good
pudestate of Edwin J. Grindle, Penobscot.
giver of all good, and outward to every
ding
recipe:
Accounts settled in estates of Fred E.
human being. It excludes no foreignTwo cups Cook’.* flaked rice, ] quart of milk, The Twenty-Seven lesr Voyage of a Stover. Sew all Tenney Ellsworth; Seth
er and no enemy, for even the enemy
1 table#poonful melted butter, S cup ‘ugar, 3
Alfred
Webb, Deer Isle;
McDonald,
Bottle am! a Scrap of Paper.
Is to be loved as oneself. Above ail, it egg-, reserving the whiles
ot two ot them lor
Bucksport.
West Brooksvillk, Jan 30 (*p cial)—
Accounts filed for settlement in estates
does not forget God.
It recognizes frosting.
Him as the universal Father, tbe
I have made the pudding with two eggs, In July last, three miles southeast from of Samuel J Candsge, Bluebill; Almond
E. Estabrook, Sullivan; Grant Scott,
Bource of every blessing, the fountain
using one of the whites for frosting, and Mouotnoy point, Massachusetts, there Winter Harbor; Henrietta Staples, Charles
of goodness and love, tbe author of it was very good; no flavoring was men- was picked up by a fisherman belonging Eaton, Stonington; Martha E. Young,
life, temporal and eternal, through tioned but I used vanilla. It will cook in in Dennisport, Mass,, a sealed bottle Gouldsboro; Addie M. Stover, minor, Ellsworth.
whose Son we have salvation and it about half an hour.
inclosing a paper on which was written
Cert ideates of tale of real estate tiled in
the following:
gives Him tbe fullest love of tbe
estate* of Earl A. Gordon, Merton L
An old saying “that one extreme follows
heart It reaches out beyond family
“This bottle was thrown overboard from the Gordon and Forrest L. Gordon, minors.
Franklin; Cornelius Hayes, William
end neighbors and citizens to all hu- another” will apply to my subjects as well ship ‘Hattie E. Tapley*, of Bangor, Capt
Murphy, Ellsworth; Robert Sturgis, New
manity everywhere, the most ignorant as to the temperature, for I waDt to bring Robert Tapley, April 15, 1874 Lattltude 37 York, N. Y.
end degraded, and it despises none; it iu jour uoucr suiutiuiug wmai nas inter- degrees north, longitude 68 degrees west.”
Decimations of executor died in estate*
loves all. It is the grandest, the most ested me much of late. I refer to the
Inquiries have since been made from of Calvin Frost, Peekakill, N. Y.; Matilda
J.
Springer, Franklin.
expansive of all sentiments, that which Nobel prizes and their founder.
Dennisport, of some one in Bangor, to
0<ders of distribution issued in estate*
Alfred Nobel was born in Stockholm, know if there was ever a ship bearing the of John P.
most enlarges the soul, that which
Gordon, Fraukliu; Rebecca M.
Yount*. LnricNnnrt
brings man nearest to God. If the October 21,1833. His father was well edu- above name bailing from that port.
of
comm is* loners of insolvency
Report
The ship “Hattie E. Tapley’’ was built
church by its ideals is lifting, and if it cated, talented and industrious. He was
filed in estate of George W. Gray, Bucksshall finally conquer the world, it Is an architect and professor of geometry in Brewer (where Stetaou’s plant now is)
port.
because its outreach is larger than any % hen twenty-six years of age. He was the for the late Capt. Robert Tapley, in 18fi5,
Representation of insolvency fi’ed in esOther that the world knows. Patriot- founder of the Nobel firm. He was always and named in honor of bis wife. Capt. tate of Mary R. ilagert hy, Surry; warrant
to commissioners issued.
ism Is noble, but Christian consecra- interested and experimenting in the man- Robert gave up his command to me at
Report of commissioners to receive and
tion is divine. Jesus gave the highest ufacture of explosives. He manufactured Plymouth, Eng., January 7, 1870, he re- ex*miue claims against estate of Eleazer
B. Young, Gould»boro. filed.
law, the most philosophical rule of torpedoes and discovered how to prepare tiring from tbe *ea at that time.
Petition filed to have commissioners apIa 1873 and 1874, the ship was still
pure ethics—nay, of pure religion—the nitroglycerine so that it could be used, but
pointed to examine claims against estate
World has ever heard, that beyond so many accidents occurred that people under my command.
Tbe “Hattie E.
of Wiyiam Murphy, Ellsworth; warrant
Which human speculation cannot rise. were prejudiced against its use.
Tapley” sailed from Montevideo on Nov- issued to commissioners.
Alfred Nobel, the son, in 1867 invented ember 20, 1873, for Batsiu, India,
When He laid down that law, not of
arriving j Petition filed by John J Carr and Addie
It could be handled with there February 28, 1874. She sailed from! H. Carr for leave toadopt William B. Web
Justice or of righteousness, on which dynamite.
ber and change bis name to William B.
Christianity rests, "Thou shait love tbe much leg* danger than gun powder and thence March 11, rice loaded, to Fal- Carr. Certificate issued.
Petition tbat trustee under the will of
(Lord thy God with ail thy heart and neither damp nor beat had any influence mouth, Eng., for orders.
Helen Morgan Botch, late of B alou, be
The paper picked up from tbe sea last
thy neighbor as thyself."—Independ- upon it. Twelve thousand persons were
not required to give bond, filed
and
ent.
constantly employed the last ten years of July looks sere with age, tbe writing granteo.
Alfred Nobel's life in the manufacture of somewhat farted, and bears evidence of
with
will
Administration,
annexed,
The Lifelong Promise.
dynamite, and In twenty-five years no the twenty-seven years’ journey. Who granted on estate of Emily V. Bwazey
Just as the man who makes his will strike ever
Buckspnrt; trustee appointed in estate of
took piace in any of the fac
threw that bottle into the sea?
It was Alice
Is careful to add to tbe specific bequests toriee of
Barge-tiit, Boston.
the Nobel firm.
not done by myself, it was not done
Petition for appointment of guardian
by
j
a general one disposing of "the rest,
Alfred Nobel never married; he died at ; the second male, H. W.
who is! of John F. P her son, a per sou of unsound
Tapley,
I
residue and remainder” of his estate, the
of Sullivan.
now head-keeper at the fog
age of sixty-three leaving about |9,signal station mind,
so God graciously provides in His will
000,000, which by his will is to be a prize on tbe Cuckolds; neither was it done by ;
j
not only for the specific needs of Ills
An Artist's Wife.
fond, the annual interest of which is to be j the steward, Albert Mills, wbo is at tbe
children, but covers their ever con- divided into five
I worked bard, though there was lit
equal portions, wb eh are j present time, bead light-keeper at Goose
ceivable necessity by such blanket to be
tie to show for It. as my wife told me
distributed every year as rewards to Kock, for they both have seen and exclauses as that found in Dent. xxxHi. the
w hen she turned over my rnuuy sketch
persons who have deserved be*i of amioed the writing found.
25, “Thy shoes shall be iron and brass, mankind in five
es.
“What, three shiny poles and a
1 have no doubt, in my own
departments of human
mind, but j
and as thy days so shall thy strength
that tbe bottle was thrown over board to ! lot of gr$en water!'* she'exclaimed.
activity, as follows:
be.” God enriches every life with opthe eastward of cape Good
1.
To tbe man who shall have made the mo»i
by some ! “Was that oil you did in a day? Why
portunities, and so just Is the economy Important dir cowry or invention in the dotnalu German sailor who was on Hope
I do
board at tbe ; didn’t you paint a whole view?’*
of God that if one is quite sure be has of
physical science.
ume, and wbo made a wild guess as to! not like her to criticise my studies
never had his opportunity it may be
2. To the man who shall have made the most ine
ship’s position somewbere in tbe She handles them unlovingiy. looks at
safely affirmed that it awaits him yet Important discovery or introduced the greatest I Indian oceau. On
them upside down and says, “If you
April 13, 1874, we must
•—Examiner.
| have been well
improvement in chemeatry.
would
eularge that and make a
up with or to tbe west! S. To the author of the most important disj picture only
of It and put In some figures. !
: ward of Madagascar, for we had
in
the
strong
domain
of
covery
or
medicine.
Trouble* Will Pa**.
j might have the
physiology
pink dress after all.’
4. To the man who *hall have produced the northeast monsoons oat of the bay of
Mow, I want yon to think that in
Three palaces, several gondolas and a
and fresh
most remarkable literary work of our idealistic j Bengal
trades all the way
troubles
will
come
life
which seem as
flock of pigeons mean the pink dress
nature.
j across th-a Indian ocean. Previous to
If they would never pass away. The
5. To the man who thall have done tbe most 1874, the ship had not been to tbe west
and six fat laces, more gondolas and
of
and
the
storm
as
look
If they or the beet work for the
night
fraternity of nation*, the longitude 40 degrees west, in
north j more pigeons mean Paris.—Von Degen
|
would last forever, but the calm and suppression or reduction of
standing armies, latitude for fonr years.
the morning cannot be stayed.
The and the .formation and propagation of peace
Convalescence after pneumonia,
typhoid
Capt Geo. H. Tapley.
storm in its very nature Is transient. eongresles.
fever and the grip, is sometimes merely appar
real.
not
The effort of nature, as of the human
To
ent,
make
it
and
real
rapid, there
The prizes are to be awarded by various
Stops the Cough aud Works off the Cold.
Is no other tonic so highly to be recommended
heart Is ever to return to Its repose, schools of science which he
designated,
Laxative Broroo Quinine Tablets cure a co d
%» Hood's Sarsaparilla. Thousands so testify,
for God is peace—George MacDonald. It is said Alfred Nobel saw that the rein one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cento
fake Hood's
Advt.
velopment.
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"I* It a* bad aa that?” asked Mr*.
Constance Wilson In dismay.
“Every bit as bad,”.resi>onded Patty,
with a brave attempt at cheerfulness,
“When it la all over, I will have perhaps $500 and tbe furniture.”
■•Dear me,” thought Mr*. Wilson,
"and every one thought Mr. Norris was
such a fine business man.” But she did
not express the thought. She knew the
girl's loyalty to her dead father.
“Patty.” she finally exclaimed in triumph, “there are the Van Allen girls
going abroad. Their father is a widowHe wants a companion for them.
er.
Yon know the continent like a guidebook. and you'd tie useful. They're new
to this sort of thing, you know.”
Patricia Norris drew herself up very

straight
“Connie, don't suggest impossibls
things. I positively refuse to take a position that savors of charity. Pm going
straight Into ths business world and
work—really work."
Mrs. Wilson affected a cheerful ac-

quiescence which she did not feel.
“Pm going homo now, my dear, and
think this oeor. You'll hear from mo
tomorrow. And of course you'll succeed. whatever you undertake.”
Mrs. Wilson had been Patty’s governess In tbe days when such a thing
as financial uncertainty seemed far removed from the Norria mansion. Now
she was manuscript reader for a big
publishing concern. When she reached
her dimly lighted bedroom, third story.
back, in a noisy boarding bouse, she
drew forth a small bankbook ami studied it carefully. As a result of long reflection she dispatched the following
note to

Tatty:

My Dear Clrl-Befor*
else

wards for pure science were very few; that
many who have made the greatest discov-

•1
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a priceless legacy. Christ bad no ma
tcrial effects to distribute among them
tint there are legacies even among met
of more value than material things—s
good name, a good example, an honorable position. Christ's legacy to tin
disciples and to us as His dlsciplei flare you heard the tale of Lazy-Lad
Who dearly loved to shirk.
About to go away. H<
was peace.
For be "hated" his lessons and "hated" his tasks
makes this bequest to all who are His
And be "hated" to hare to work?
"Peace I leave with you; my peace 1 So he sailed
away on a summer day
give unto you; not as the world giveth,
Over the ocean bine;
heart
lx
not
your
give I unto yon. Let
Said Lazy-Lad, "I will seek till I find
The land of Nothing-to-do."
troubled, neither let it be afraid."
is
It
Teace is an inward blessing.
So Lazy Lad he sailed to the west,
tlM
Ihc "result of equilibrated forces,
A nd then to the east sailed he.
poise of antagonistic elements, held And he sailed north and be sailed south
the
these
Of
in check by one another.
Over many a league of sea.
most placid lake hidden in the hills And many a country fair and bright
shadand
And busy, came into view;
and reflecting the sunshine
The But never, alas, could he find the coast
ows is a remarkable example.
Of the land of Nothing-to-do.
hold
peace Christ leaves is power to
the wildest fear in pause, to still a Then Lazy Lad sailed back again,
And a wiser lad was he,
clamor or hush a cry. It is the coming
of mercy to a sense of sin, of life to the For be said, "I’ve wandered to every land
That is in the geography.
fear of death.”
And in each and all I’ve found that folks
The peace of Christ has several disAre busy the whole year through.
tinguishing characteristics. 1. It is sim- And everybody in every place
ilar to the peace which Christ Himsell
Seemed to have something to do.
'My' peace 1 give unto
possessed.
So it must be the best way after all.
you.” Christ's life was one of tumultAnd I mean to stay on shore
uous conflict, and when He uttered
And learn my lessons, and do my tasks.
ttipse wnrils He was facing the crisis ol
And be Lazy-Lad no more.
it all; yet bow calm His soul, bow I The busieet folks are the happiest,
peaceful His mien, bow absolutely His I And what mother said was true.
will harmonized with tbe will of God! For I’ve found oht there is no such place
As the land of Nothing-to do."
This peace He promises us. 2. Christ's
—L. .V. Montgomery.
.peace Is real peace. “Not as tbe world
givetb, give 1 unto you.” Tbe world Dear M. B. Friends:
says, “Peace, peace," but it cannot give
I am all ready to sit down and have a
It; Christ not only speaks peace, but
little chat with you. The ‘‘helpers” have
gives it. 3. It is perfect peace. Isaiah
been so kind in filling oar column with
says, “Thou wilt keep him In perfect
ana even mrougn me ou«y
.peace.” Perfect peace—“peace within, gooa mmgs
holidays sent us cheery greetings and n w
peace without, peace with God, peace j
:
of conscience, peace at all times, peace thoughts so that even If there is not a supof letters to draw from this week, I
under ail events, God's own peace!” ply
know it has only “happened” to be so, and
i"What a desirable peace for all to possess! The preservation as well as the the circle of interested readers is in no
wise lessened.
gift of peace is promised. “Thou wilt
I hope “Flaville” is well. It is a long
keep him in perfect peace whose mind
Is stayed In Thee.” Peace possessed time since we heard from her, and none of
ti e others are forgotten. Do any of you
may be preserved on one condition. 1
Our minds must be stayed on God, on Indulge In a lunch in the forenoon?
Christ, on heavenly things. The man “S “ter W.” do I see you looking at me
who centers his mind supremely on : with a solemn countenance and hear you
“I never eat
anything between
earthly things cannot keep peace. It say,
Is only tbe man who centers bis mind meals?” Then you and others of like
!
supremely on God who can do so. Such 1 opinions can skip the next half-dozen lines.
Those of you who have an early breakfast
a man trusts God. and God never fails.
Christ's i* .Tce Is needed by all men. and perhaps a hurried one, know the need
Ufe Is full of turmoil, of struggle, of of a light lunch during the forenoon. I
It has well been likened to recommend to you a saucer of flaked rice,
conflict.
the restlessness of the ever boisterous it only takes a minute or two to prepare it.
Coder such circumstances tbe Pour hot water over it (after sprinkling a
sea.
soul, that it may be calm, that it may hit of salt over it or into it), let it stand a
be possessed in peace, needs Jesus minute until the rice absorbs the water; if
Christ to say to it, “Peace, be still." too much water was used drain it off; use
Only He can give peace and preserve -ugar and milk on the rice. Take time to
sit down and eat it, and you will rise up
It. Is He your peace?

j
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BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE |

Its Motto: “Helpful and HopefuL”

we

must find

a

w»

do

anything

I

am

sick unto

home.

death of boarding. Shall we have a little
(Vet together, a cunning apartment, with
what you want of your dear old things aa
furnishings? Then w«'U find you the position. But first a home—for your asks and
mine. Save me ^rora the fate of a halt
It Is the cbanco I
bedroom, my dear.
have dreamed of for years.

Wilson
Mrs.
weeks later
Three
caught Tatty frowning at her across a
dinner table that was homelike and

dainty.

"Connie, there’s absolutely nothing
left for me to do. The tins are hung
straight in the kitchen, and I've tried
the bricy-bracy in every conceivable position. I’m not to be put off any longer. 1 want a Job.”
There was mirth in the tone, but it
rang fnlse. "Job” from the lips of Tntricla Norris! Nevertheless that same
evening they faced the situation together. Mrs. Wilson had seen this coming nnd was prepared.
"There Is absolutely nothing open in
<nir offices, as I hail hoped. Tatty, and
the only schools where I would have
influence are supplied with teachers
that never marry or die.” She surveyed the girl through a veil of unshed
tears. "You've a regular Gibson figure,
dear. aDd such lovely fluffy hair"— She
broke off disconnectedly. Tatty laughed.
“Connie, do stick to the text. Shall I
go forth as nn artist's model?”
Mrs. Wilson clasped her bunds tight-

ly"Not exactly that, but I heard of
something today. Tatty, that you could
do—so well.”
“Name it,” responded Tatty, but with
an odd sinking sensation in her heart.
“At Schermerborn's they want—a—n
model to show off their Imported suits,
nnd you're the very— Oh, Tatty, don't
look at me like that—I’ve tried so hard
to get something better!"
In 21 second the girl's soft arms were
round her neck.
“Connie, behave yourself! Of course
I shall take it and be properly grateful. How much?”
"Only $12.50 a week, but you
wouldn't have got that much, ouly that
1 told the bead of the department
what a—a beauty you were.”
"Flatterer!" answered Patty, with a
laugh that sounded more like a sob.
So did Patricia Norris make her entry
Into tbe business world.
It was not
hard work, and she never wearied of
handling the beautiful wraps and
frocks.
Her statuesque beauty set
thctn off to perfection, and the bead of
the department approved of her because she "never got gay" nor wasted
the time of other employees by chatting with them, as her predecessor
had (lone.
In fact she held herself
aloof from the other girls In the shop.
It was an odd. unreasoning pride that
they could not usderstaud. If the girls
who thought her proud had known how
she envied them, they 2nigbt have felt
differently. They worked with their
hands, and she—just posed. It was not
brain that earned her salary, hut a
mere bauble of physical perfection.
And she resented most of all tbe
quiet, searching glances of a young fellow who seemed to he In tbe cashier's
department. Once when she went to
draw her salary he stood near the window and handed forth the envelope
'without even asking her name.
She
flushed slightly, and after that Ills compelling glance called forth u stiff little
bow wben they came face to face.
One noon when she was threading
ber way through a stream of cable
cars end
drays tbe was almost ran
down, aud the gray eyed young man
from the cashier’s department reached
tier before the policeman.
Two nights
later when she and Sira. Wilson
ludulg
il in the extravi gance of tickets for
a
fashionable playhouse, they
emerged
a
sudden rainstorm.
upon
Ob!* wailed Mrs. Wilson,
"my new
bonnet!"
■

Just then some one arrayed tn a long
coat anil balancing a comforting umbrella reached tlieir side.
It waa tU«
| young man from Scheroierhom’*.
"Come back Into tbe lobby. Mlgg Nor
rls. while I call a hansom for you.”
"A hansom. Patty! He sahl a bansom!” exclaimed Mrs. Wilson, almoai
tearfully. “What will It coat!”
“I don't know." s nipped Patty nervously, “not a* much as a ucw bonnet”
A few moments later ho escorted
ahem tn the waiting hansom, raised hit
Mt gravely, looked Jnst once Into Pntty'a brown eyes and away they whirled In tbe blackness of the night
At their apartment Mrs. Wilson, coy
eting her beloved confection of chiffon
and rosea with a handkerch'ef, rushed
Into the hall, leaving Patty to settle th«
bill. The latter was strangely silent no( til they were brushing tbelr hair, whcc
sbe suddenly burst forth iu wrath:
“It Is l>ad enough, Connie, to rail la
public over a ruined bat, but to bewaL
the price of a hansom is unforgiva
ble.”
“Why—why”— gasped Mrs. Wilson,
“He paid tbe hack man, tbat’a all,"
groaned Patty, and she threw bersell
face downward In her pillows, murmur
lug. “He needn’t think that just be
cause be saved my life be can pay my
back fare.”
And yet inconsistently she took ■
strange pleasure to recalling the loot
In his dark gray eyes when be leaned
forward.
A month later Mra. Wilson cam*
borne radiant.
“There’* an opening. Tatty, dear. Id
onr office, and you must take It quick.
; There are dozen* of application*, but 1
promise!”
j bare tbe
And tbe next day Tatty banded li
! her resignation to Scbertnerborn & Co,
j to take effect on Saturday. With tb<
j last day came word that Mr. Frawlcy
j would like to see Mlsa Norris befors
she left. For once sbe relaxed the rul«
and asked one of tbe girls who Mr.
Fra w ley was.
“Oh. he's tbe company,” respondcO
the girl carelessly.
After drawing her last pay envelop*
Patty crossed to the main office and
was ushered Into a smaller room. Th«
ubiquitous young mao of the gray eye*
rose to receive her.
“Mr. Frawley has sent for me," *tn
began with just the suggestion of <
flush In her cheeks.
"I am Mr. Frawley,” replied he, end
the gray eyes danced at her confusion
“I wanted to tell you. Miss Norris, thal
while we regret to lose your valuahii
services we are glad to know you art
securing a position better suited—toer
your tastes and abilities. I trusi
you will not forget—ns7’
The gray eyes were looking moo
pleadingly Into hers. The Cosh crop'
closer and closer to the soft browt
hair.
“I am afraid I've been very rudt
sometimes, Mr. Frawley,” she mar
mured In a low voit-e. “But yon knot!
It was all so new to me, and I felt—oU
I can't tell you Just bow I did feel I"
“I think 1 understand. Miss Norris
I—I hope I stuill see you again. M.
I”—
"We live at the Jerome apartments
Mrs. Wilson and 1—and we are at
ways home Tuesday evenings.”
The gray eyes thanked her eloquent
Jy. and she walked rapidly from thi
office.
That nlglit at the dinner table Mrs
Wilson rambled on happily: "I reallj
don’t think It has hurt you, dear. You
bad to gain business experience some
how—and”—
“No,” replied Patty absently. “It hai
done no harm.” but she was thinking
not of the experience, but of the glad
light in tho gray eyes when she had
told him he might call.
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penalona against the United State..
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On*

hard_work

Winnowing*

Novelty

of

KI/L8WORTH MARKKT8.

New*.

own work and
The woman who does her
takes rare of children ha* need of all her
All around us there an eramples
do. It overuse* the
what overwork will
too, *.■<! <i.eu trouble begins.
Greene's Nit.ura is ths great strengthwomen.
It gives them
ansr for overworked
from their food and strength from
strength
*
It
the nerves
at
regulates
night.
rfert rest
builds up In every

and
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Terras
i)r

way^

At the meeting of the Maine Historical
society wblcu waa held in Portland last
Thursday,the following psp rs were read:
“The Colored Patriot of
Winchester,” by
Bamuel T. Dole; “Coats of Arms,” by Hon.
George F. Emery;"ATrlbute to the Memory of the late Hev. M. C. O’Brien, of
Bangor,” by H. W. Bryant.
The

South Ameiica.

conferred

fowl.....

Hay.
Best

_

Baled..

angel of death has oncc.egaln
entered the portals of Greenwood grange and
taken from our midst a beloved brother, who
has endeared himself to all with whom he lias
associated, especially to the sisters and brothers
of husbandry, and his empty chair will always
remind us of his kindly ways land sterling
worth; therefore be it
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family in this their hour

away to

FOR ONE CENT
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bottle of Mmard'a Lini-
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!

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

j
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press aaeoc'ation was held in tbe
chamber in Portland
common council

l

>ow

only
Minar.i*» LlulmvotU niwa»» found In
in our htj-ebold
Your* kiwuTly,
Mtt.v II J. smith
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but tore treated for I
dKeaae*.
The aymptoni* y
arer—indtgeatjon, with a variable R
appetite; foul tongue; offensive R
“feat h; hard and full
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griping* and pain*about ■
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grinding of the teeth; start- R
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tbe gasbe floating in the fluids. Thus
tric juices will perform tlielr perfect
food.
work of changing microbes to
for u disOne of tbe best remedies
to which
turbed digestion Is hot water
If
have been added salt and paprika.
half before
taken a full hour and a
breakfast, a cupful of this ver.i palatacleanse the
ble drink will completely
condition.
stomach and leave it in good
selected ut
Out of a hundred persons
to say
random it is no exaggeration
and also that
that eighty eat too much
of proper mastithese same eighty fail
are of
cation. Weakened digestions
of overeating
course the direct result
and weakand Insufficient mastication,
sysened digestion means undermined
of life, youth
tems. At the extremes
to make the
and old age. It is wisdom
A child s nouri*> ‘'
diet much the same.
so in old
ment should tie very simple,
and plainer.
age it should grow plainer
—Chicago

Tribune._

In

gaining

hi.

point

a man

often loaea

friend.

**'sa,cj
v<|

*

a

®

banting to-day?
look
amateur, with the wild, apprehen.
ebot anything?
“Have
you
In hi. eye.

waiting.for

-I don’t know yet. I’m
to get Into
reat of the party
that we can call the roll

camp

the
ao

never

tasted such coffee in all your

life.

It is

a

■

The

Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
.04
Kyc meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02X

mumn".

V/M

<

Ashvllle.

H. Hall’s house at the Point was
broken open a short time ago, but nothing
W.

—

ft

of value is

05
20

Smelts,

nated

quite

a

was

been

vacci-

having

a
i

/

^

Top of

MF

George Chilcott, of West Sullivan,
who has been visiting Mrs. T. L. Hill,
went home this morning.
Mrs. Rebecca Bean, of No. 7 road, has

Roofing

Mrs.
visiting her son, F. H. Bean.
was accompanied
by her grandof
Bragdon,
daughter, Miss Marcia
Franklin.

Miss Gerty Crabtree, of Hancock, is in
visiting relatives and friends.

town

Mrs.
Mrs. Emeline Johnson,
Mary
Lindsey, Mrs. Eliza J. Patten and Mrs*
Rebecca Bean were the guest of Mrs. E. S.
Hill last week.

40

25

Tin

Every sheet of this roofing tin is carefully examined for defects from the rolling of the iron
plate to boxing for shipment, and every imperfect sheet is thrown out. M F has the heaviest,
richest coating of pure tin and new lead and is
impervious to rust. This (»^ trade mark is
stamped on every sheet of the genuine. Ask your roofer, or
Write to W. C. CRONEMEYER, Agent, Carnegie Building,
Pittsburg,
for Illustrated book on roofing.
AMERICAN TIN PLATE COMPANY, NEW YORK.

been

[

Town

a

Hill, who visited at We9t
Gouldsboro a abort time ago, enjoyed her
visit very much.

Bean

20

ton—

6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 04

Feed.
o(T, while there
a
price In flour. There
Is a slight decline In all feed prices In Ells,
worth; flour prices remain unchanged in the lo*
cal markets.
Corn meal, bag
150
Flour— per bbl—
160
4 75 *5 00 Corn, bag
Straights,
.’8
St. Louis roller,
Oats, bu
125
4 75*3 0) Shorts—bag—
5 00 * 5 50 51 lxed feed, bag
Patents,
1 25*1 35
and

prices continue
j Is Feed
corresponding rise In

to ease

Middlings, bag
f 40 §1.50

Hides and Tallow.
Lamb skins,

.05K Tallow—per
Rough,
.05
Tried,

Ox,
Cow,
Bull,

who

short time ago, has
serious time.

a

Mrs.

03

Blacksmith’s

Hides—per

Order

1

O. P. Bragdon and wife will celebrate
their tiftieth anniversary Saturday evening, Feb. 8.
Hanna
Charles G. Small and Eugene
have rented George Hatch’s house and
hennery, and will go iu the chicken business.
Monday morning they will set
their “wooden hens”.
B.
Feb. 1.
_

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 *5 00
2 00 *3 00
8tove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
100*1 25
Flour, Grain

experience.

-—the roofing—is best and safest wherever M F Roofing Tin
is used. MF is the original old-style terne plate, first made
in England, perfected in America, and now the world's standard for tin roofing. Many houses roofed with MF fifty years
’red another covering. Your house will
ago have never re
not require ano
-t roof much short of two generations
if you use

Mrs. Eliza

Fuel.

I

missing.
Googins,

Miss Wilma

.04
.20
.04

—

Haddock,
Clams, qt
12 Oysters, qt
12 Lobsters, Q>

Cod,
Halibut,
Macxerel.lt>

■

——-=—

John E. HbMeter,
a llie M. Butler,
D. E. Springer,
Committee on resolutions.

.06 $.08
Klee, per ft
Pickles, per gal .45 §.65
Olives, bottle
-25§.75
Vinegar—per gal
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.05
Oatmeal, per

new

publication.

.35§.45
25 §30

Fresh Fish.

taking two glasses
original simplicity,
of n
tbe other changed by tile addition
of pepper,
pinch of salt and n dash
then sip n little of each. The chances
the seasoned
are that you will prefer
Besides improving the flavor
milk.
toward
and overcoming the tendency
fermentation the pepper will practithat may
cally disable any microbes

family, home, or individual
sooiitd e»9r lK) without a l>otth‘ of
*IQard s always handy. It costs but
a trifla,
m-ndy t won tv .live cents, at
&nj druggist*.

[

10 §12
10

Rio,
.168.25
.40
Mocha,
JS7
Java,
Tea—per ft—
Japan,
.45$.R5
.308 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
.06
Graoulated,
Coffee—A St B,
.06
Yellow, C
.05>4

In Seasoniuk Food.

—

|

35340 Oranges, do*
10 Lemons, dos

Co Gee—per ft

|

j

Pea,

grown.

You

Groceries.

(.«.

Salt and pepper, ns generally considered, are of value In bringing out the
flavor of the food to which they are
added. That they have any value from
a health standpoint is not so generally
recognized. Yon may know that a
but
j lump of salt is good for a horse,
an*l liardly before you know it you | you do not stop to consider how Imporare cured.
I tant salt is for your own well belug.
Just take the experience of Mrs. i In eastern countries the condiments,
•Smilli, for instance. The day her letter such as pepper, are used to profusion
was received, twenty^even others «>f a
iu all foods, (iastric troubles common
dmiUr nature came iu the same mail
enough in other countries are conspicPAwrucarr. It. I., Jan 3. |m
uously absent, and the free use of
£1 l.upuf SUeti
u*ar Air*.—Three year* ago 1 tell on tl»e
fact
pepper has much to do with that
W an.I •irAUii'd tie mtta’le* of my left arm
Salt nnd pepper work against fermen*e*r the *h -alder.
It iiaitsw. me w» turn It.
wIwh
lifted my arm, I tin-tight it w»* «iw
tation. When the stomach is out of ortoeat©.] j contorted ,i |>hvi> inn. «h<>Ml4 It
*»« oaly * -tram ami
der, or, as the common saying is, upset,
preerritK-d for »t It
Mill combined to htot we wheu 1 uwl that
it is In a state of fermentation.
arm, ami ( tn ioght 1 w »uM go to a -urgeoii.
A certain very wise physician who
Hetoi-i me the onw a the former doctor, ami
■* scav© me a
liniment. It troubled me -oroe
has advanced to the point w here drugs
Unj« longer, mi friend* -al l 1 wouHn't get
com«oer the (amen©** for two or three \e«r*, or
seem the unimportant thing and
m>ne, i-erhap*; I nm4 Ims
the
Then ft
patient.
mon sense the Important In making
a*l*hb,,r came Into our hou-e one -lay and
sick well is advocating the use of pepwhat Mtuard'* Liniment had done for
»*r hatband**
hip after a very »tmt!ar per and salt even in u glass of milk.
«*per*enc«. 1 Med It and era* rurprt*ed at
”*• re-uli.
I u*ed It
It improves the flavor to a remarkable
two or three week*.

!

90
Fruit.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
the bereaved family, a copy spread upon
our records and also sent to the local papers for

••

—

|

.,w,..

.02>f

was

sorrow

sent to

—

Because
it bear* the name ••liniment" many
people imagine that it is simply a
remedy to run on your joints for {wins.
No one over made a greater error
Mmard * Liniment is no more confined
the usual limitations of
to“ pains**
liniments
titan sugar is limited to the
sweetening of your coffee. Minard’s
Liniment is a medicine, a powerful
madit ine, that cures internal as easily
a* external ills
It is the grandest
thing ever made for croup, colds, sore
throat, diphtheria, and pneumonia,
and lias saved more than one life by
clearing out the congestion in the
bronchial tubes at the last moment,
after everything else lias failed. But
it does beat all how Mmard’s Liniment
will stop Luiuenes*. mtmwm,
sprains,
and pains,
it is .safe to say that no
ever
used
it
without
living person
being benefited. If ruu have a sore
spot or an ache anywhere on your
body, just give it a good rubbing and
you'll see tne Liniment soak right ;

j

.i

Yellow eye

0*2

It

the world.

over

brother.

01
*25
05

there being an executive sesafternoon and a public meet(UJI ((ni
n—|'T.
.35
ing in tbe evening. Tbe following new
Havana.
.55 §.60
Linseed,
Porto
.50
12
Kerosene,
members were admitted : Waller H. Rich,
j Syrup, Rico,
.60
Astral oil,
15
Hallowell
Portland; Walter F. Marston,
Lumber an«l Building Materials.
Register \ Edward L. Hterns, Thomaston ! Lumber—per M—
1 25
Spruce,
11 §13
1 25
Hemlock.
Hemlock,
Herald; Francis Wiggin, Industrial Jour- Hemlock
12 *13 Clapboards— per M
boards,
;
no/; Mias Frances V. Uulitfer, New Age,
Spruce,
12*16 Extra spruce, 24 §26
16§20
Augusta; H. E. Bowdltcb, Kennebec j Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17*18
Clear pine,
12§15
85*60
Journal. These officers were elected: : Pine,
Matched pine.
15*20 Extra pine,
85*60
Lathe— per M—
President, Charles A. Pilsbury, Belfsst; ; Shingles—per M—
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
vice-presidents, Jesse H. Ogier, Camden;
2 53 Nalls, per ft
.04 §.06
clear,
1 83 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
1 50
1,‘ston P. Evans, Dover; Walter H. Dow, j
**
extra one,
1 65 Lime, per cask
05
**
Portland; secretary, Joseph Wood, PortNo. 1,
1 25 Brick, per M
7 §11
••
.75 White lead, pr & .05 §.08
scoots,
land; treasurer, Peieg O. Vickery, AuProvisions.
gusta; corresponding secretary, Samuel
Porlx. t!>.
L. Board man, Bangor; executive com- Beef. *
15
Steak,
.15§.30
Steak, It*
.10 *23
It
mittee, Charles A. Pilsbury, Belfast;
Chop,
Roasts,
.C8
Pigs’ feet,
Corned,
.08*.10
Howard Owen, Augusta; Frank G. Rich,
18
Ham, per lb
14§18
Tongues,
.05
.10
Bangor; Fred W. Sanborn, Norway.
Shoulder,
Tripe,
Veal:
Bacon,
.16*18
Sait
11 §.12
Steak,
|.18
.10 9.12
10 *.14
lb lasts,
SALT AND PKPPKR.
Lard,
10
Lamb:
Sausage,
10*18
Lamb,
C5
Many Think They Are Only of Value
Tongues, each

twenty-tire ordinary colds.

\
i

Turnips, ft
Beets, ft
Cabbage,
Spluach, pk

safety.

Iki,i».ninlk

$1X0 Squash, Ih
05 Celery, hunch
02
Parsnips, ft
0*2 Beans —perqt—f

Onions,
Carrots, ft

sion in tbe*

ment costs twenty-five cents, and it
medicine to cure
contains enough

j

Potatoes, bu

in

Wednesday,

You Han Cure a Bad Cold
Hoard's Liniment,
%

I

ship put

Maine

!

good-*ixed

A

Sanborn's

single pound!

and affliction.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to
drape our charter in mourning for the period of
thirty days in remembrance |of our worthy

may

kidnapped.
day to trade

there one
with the natives.
Dr. Bwett went on board to do the bartering. The captain of the ship was abort
of bands, and forcibly
detained
Dr.
I Bwett. The natives started In pursuit In
a canoe and as the wind was light for a
time It looked as though the captain was
I destined to pay dearly for his treachery,
! but the wind came up and the ship slid

Too love vonr homo and vonr rhlldren.
ta4 you want to do t»ie wora, inn wnen ton
trar-lo. your nerve# begin to cry nut *gam«t
aatract'.' You must hare help, and you'll
&d4 it In Hr. Green©’* Ncrvtin*. which U
foown every whom, and which is everywhere working wonder* (or wwuioa.

A

been

The

Whereas,

of

&

& Sanborn take every pound

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Vegetables.
There has been a little rl«e In potatoes this
week, some dealers asking 30 cents a peck, but
It Is due merely to temporary shortage in local
markets. There has been some misunderstand-

Chase

is

B.

Feb. 3.

loose, per ton...14 §15
..

a

only coffee allowed at the World's
Columbian Exposition in 1893. Chase

first
degrees. State Deputy Hook,
of Harrington, was present, and made
some very interesting talk.

Straw.

over a cent

the

new

and second

burn recently at the age of sixty-four,
lived two years among the cannibals ot
the Marquesas.
While ou a voyage In
the Pacific he waa taken III. and as it whs ing among farmers as to the prices quoted In
thought be waa going to die, be was this column, some of them coming In with the
of getting ft a bushel, and quoting
put ashore. He recovered and became a expectation
Thk a aKitican’b price current as
authority.
favorite of the chief ot the cannibals.
As stated at the head of this column, the prices
Ur. Swett was happy on the Island, and
here quoted are retail, and farmers may figure
probably never would have left had he from this what they
sell for.
not

one

This

It is famous all

candidate received instruction in the

15

....

member and

one

on

it can't cost

now

“High Grade," grown from large selected
seed under special agricultural conditions*

Greenwood grange. No. 363, held its
regular meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 1.
Owing to the stormy weather and bad
traveling, only about thirty were present,
but these passed a very enjoyable evening. The third and fourth degrees were

Bangor, has purchased the water power
privilege on the Stillwater river at Still- Poultry.
water, known as the Sutton property.
Chickens.]8g20

coffee you

drink the finest coffee in the

extra to

world.

Henry French had the misfortune to
He is in the
leg last week.
woods, several miles from his
home,
where he has a crew of men working.

Creamery
SO
*>*lry. .22«25

move Is made in accordance with a
plan wjlch the company has of Installing an electric plant there to furnish power for running Its
pulp and paper mill at
Basin Mills, about two miles below Stillwater. Steam la now used at Basin Mills.
Dr, Charts* F. Swett. who died In Au-

day

break his

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16al8
Best dairy (new).
10
Dutch (Imported).
yo
Neufchatel.
05
Keg*.
The cold, stormy week held up the price of
eggs, but a sudden drop is now expected.
Fresh laid, per do*.28 §80

This

NO drink,

Tuesday last, Kev W. 11.
Powlesland, of Franklin, officiating.
Roy Lowrie recently cut a bed gash on
the back of his hand, by striking it
agRinst an hx in the hands of his brother.
the bot.«e

at

what

matter

expects to be gone

The funeral of Frank Hardison Wf'S held

!

per ft.

Orono pulp and paper company, of

He

about two years.

Country Produce,

Rutter.

other pages

see

Henry Billings lost a horse last week,
by Us getting a foot caught in a bole In
tbo ground.
Hamlin Kingman left last Thursday for

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a tmshei of potatoes,
In good order and (it for
shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shtpnlng, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, >>eeu, rutabaga
turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Lngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45
pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48
pounds; of oats,
pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted IhjIow are the retail prices
at Kllsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
the-e what they are likely to receive lu trade
or cash for their products.

H. Davenport company has been organised at Bangor for the purpose of conducting a general plumbing
business,
with flO.OOO capital stock of which
fl.20O
I* paid In. The oIRmra are:
President,
A. H. Davenport, liar
Harbor; treasurer,
Charles H. Babb, of Bangor.

County .Veto*

WEJOITT# AMD UKASCESt.

A

A.

X

COUNTY NEWS.
Fbr additional

Wedkmdat, Feburary 5.1902.

Nonsense.
Patent has been granted to A. W. Foster, Mllbrldge, for pasting machine.
The eighteenth annual
meeting of the
Maine hotel proprietors' association
will
occur at Hallowed, on
Friday, Feb. 7.
There will be a business session at
the
Hallowed bouse at 2 p. m. and a
banquet
In the evening.

When Your Nerves Give Way, Dr.
Greene's Narvura Builds Them Up
and Makes Honest Strength.

2d

Week'*

.05 K

.25#.50
*—
.02
04

UAU •sms, Kreen

.25 975

Din ini; Cnuloms.

A student of social customs has call
ed attention recently to tho fact tUal
man eats today practically tlie sum*
viands he did in ancient times. How-

Smith

closed

Birch Harbor last

Friday.

Edward

|

his

school

at

B.

Feb. 3.
Waltham.
Miss Isabel

Jordan has returned from

Lagrange.
Mary Hapworth, wh) was called
by the death of her brother, Elliott
Jordan, has returned to Bangor.
Elliott Jordan, 2nd, one of Waltham’s
died
esteemed
Thursday.
citizens,
Although he had been in ill health for a
Mrs.

here

number of years, his death was unexpected. The funeral was held Saturday
at the old home where he had passed all
his

J. P. Simonton, of Ells-

Rev.

life.

officiated.

The floral tributes sent

worth,
by the absent sisters were very beautiful.
five sisters:
Mrs.
leaves
Mr. Jordan
Amanda Cook, of Chicago, Mrs. Mary
Hapworth, of Bangor, Mrs. Lucinda Neal
and Mrs. Elizabeth Kelley, of Lawrence,
Mass., and Miss Rhoda Jordan, of Boston,
also three brothers, Gilman and Frank
Jordan, of Walthan, and Samuel JordaD,

Dr. Emmons’

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundred* of anxious women. There i* posttivelv no other remedy known to medical sciepoe'tbat will so quickly and safely do the
work. Longest and mostobatinate irregular,
lties from any cause relieved atonce. Success
guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,
Have relieved
or Interference with work.
hundreds of cases where others have failed.
The most difficult cases successfully treated
bv mall, and beneficial results guaranteed In
everv instance. No risk whatsoever. We treat
hundreds of ladles whom we never see. Write
for valuable particular* and free confidential
advice. All letterstruthfullvanswered. Remember, this remedy Isabsolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively
leaves no alter 111 effect upon the health.
Ity mail, securely sealed, *2.1.0. All money
letter* should be registered. Address, l>R.
J. \V. LM MON8 CO., 170Trenoont St., Boston.

If you haven’t a regular, healthy movement of the
bow. is every day. you’re ill or will be. Keep youi
bowels open, aiui'bo well. Force.in tho Bhnpeof vlo
lent phvuic or pill poison, D dangeron*. The smooth
est, easiest, most perfect way of keeping the bowel;
clear and clean Into take

of Ellsworth.

far back we push our researches
H.
Feb.
3._
the foundations of all dishes are the
North Hruokivllh.
same—the same birds, the same meats
Charles Nichols, who has been quite it*,
the same fish-though perhaps the list
is convaescent.
of the ancients’ ilsh Is somewhat more
Curtis Durgain is talking of buying the
extensive. Modern man has forgottet
the flavor of the porpoise or dogfish, estate of Everett Douglass.
and in the north, at all events, has
Charles Parker is out again after being
learned to shudder at the suggestion confined to the house for several weeks.
of a dish of octopus. The meats, the
Miss Nana Perkins, who has been at the
courses, the principals and in some Seboomccic house in Seboomock the
past
same.
the
remain
names
the
even
cases
season, is at home. Miss Perkins stopped
In spite of Alexandre Dumas’ asser at
Bangor a while on her way down.
tlon that napkins were first used in
C.
Feb. 3.
centuries
fourteenth
and
thirteenth
the
much
more Illu«hlll Fall*.
of
iteen
must
have
they
Edmund Sylvester visited bis uncle in
ancient origin, since the Roman cuisine
last week.
necessitated their use much earlier. Bucksport
a
Hufus Cbatio had
chopping bee
Giles Rose, master cook to Charles 11.
In a vu Thursday. About twenty were present.
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A merchant, who died suddenly, left in scent of trouble came to
viile. North Deer lale, Sedgwick, Brookhim, he looked up
j
up a trade with China for American in’ aod Ocean vine.
#2.234.921 ®
his bureau a letter to one of his corre- i at tbe
FKKD t LYNAM. Agent,
towering mass of rock before him.
exports while we accorded such scant
BAR HARBOR, ME.
spondents, which he bad not sealed. Hia He saw a sight that nearly freze his blood
ALONE
I
«»- W. TAPLKY. Agent.
Sudden Death at limekiln.
courtesy to the nation and even to
clerk, seeing it necessary to send the let- in his veins, and he
reached for
quickly
ELL* WuRTH. N1K
Chinese merchants who came to this
CONTAINS BOTH.
Bbooklix, Feb. 1—Isp.eial) Cspt. El- ter, wrote at the bottom: “Since writing i his rifle and prepared for action. Two
well
W.
1
died.”
have
to
dead
the
of
Freethey dropped
above,
country
purchase goods. Minister
apoglaring eyes blazed at him from tbe billA village cure, preaching about sudden side. He knew it was a
Wn says that as the matter is in the plexy while in Ibe woods chopping last
$6 a year
panther that was Daily, by mail
ua.
We
He
was
“Thus
it
is
with
morning.
cried:
Friday
deaths,
aeventy-live
hands of Congress he does not feel at
i looking down at him.
He was a dead shot
and Sunday, by mail. $8 a year
of age, and a well-known sea wap- go to bed well, and get up stone dead!”
Daily
years
liberty to express his views on the tain. He was
| with tbe rifle, hut, for all that, be didn't
An old councilor, M. d’Herbaut, writ- relish a scuffle wit b an Indian
for ttfIy : *-ar» a member of
devil. So
j
subject with much freedom. He said the Brooklin
TPI_r*
r*
friends
of
an
estate
which
to
one
of
bis
and
was
a
church,
ing
Baptlet
I be took deliberate aim and fired. He i inc
there was nothing to fear from
LOWELL. MASS.
^un
he had just bought, added: “There ia a waited till the
prominent Mason.
amoke cleared away and
“Chinese invasion”.
ASSETS DEC. tt. 1901.
“China,” he
Capt. Freethey leave* s widow, one
then peered Into the darkness to see if he is the
greatest Sunday Newspaper in Rea!
said, “is experiencing an industrial daughter, Min* E of Boston, and three vs tsb to be buried, if God spares our lives.”
estate.
had dislodged tbe vicious animal.
# 14.290®
Mortgage loans.
the world.
90.5*0®
awakening, and there will be a great sons, James and Albert, of this town, and
be saw the blazing eyes!
Once
"Again
Collateral and personal,
1«,W»®
Your
Wealth
with
You.
Carry
W
demand thei-.> for labor for many years Elmir
of
!■
toaka
and
Philadelphia.
Capt.
bonds,
more hie rifle rang out and the sound
582.139 75
j
Price
ali
5c.
a
The
riches—in
the
mail.
a year. Cash in office and bank,
greatest
fsct,
$2
copy.
By
was
buried
10,092 43
to come.
Freethey
Feb.
with
Sunday,
2.
Railroads will be built and
He thought that
wealth that is of real value—must center echoed over ibe hills.
Interest and rents,
9,7*5 20
masonic honors.
Address, THE SUN, New York.
in yourse-f.
You must he rich within, this time he had succeeded In bitting the
Uncollected premiums,
17,025 44
many public works undertaken, all of
|
not outside of ycurself; rich in the things
which will serve to keep at home the
beast. But be was diaaappoiuted.
The
tiros* assets,
5SX3,*' c
that tiuaoctai names, fluct uat ions of trad**,
Bad Fire at Houlton.
Chinese laborers who in former years
glowing eyeballs were «lill rooted in
Fire in the Miller block at Houlton accidents by flood or fire, dishonesty of
LIABIL1TIE3
DEC.
51,1901.
“Ihe beautiful u a. useful as the uaeful; S
associates or errors
of judge- that one spot on the bleak hillside.
sought a market for their labor in this caused a joss of $8,000 Tuesday morning. business
Y Unearned
perhaps more so.”
Your greatest
ment, cannot rob you of.
"Seven limes he shot at those eyes of
#;»•>,sM s'
premiums,
Tbe loss on the building is placed at investment must be self-in vestment—incountry.”
All other liabilities,
0.927 II
Are before they disappeared from sight.
vent
menl
in
in
in
kindhealth,
courage,
$3,000; stock of groceries owned by John
HYACINTHS
£
oi
Total.
He piled
iu nobility of manhood or woman- No sleep was his tbat night.
5512,092
liness,
It seems to be settled now that be- A. Miller,
are now In season.
R Surplus oeer sll liabilities.
$2,500; Boston Shoe company’s hood
571.n» <1
wood upon the Are and tramped around
fore any final determination is made stock, $2 000.
These losses are
Whoever you come in contact with
fully
PRIMROSES
and
Tbtal liabilities and surplus.
it till morning broke. Then he climbed
5003,20b 12
should be conscious of your wealth; ita
as to the route for an interoceanic ca- covered by insurance.
CINERARIAS are in bloom. Q
the hill and found the dead bodies of
influence should radiate from every pore;
THE GKO. H. GltANT CO., A*enU.
Mr. Miller’s household goods, valued
nal, there will be a thorough investigait should look cut of your eyes; it should seven panthers piled id a heap beneath
Ferna. Rubber Plant* and Palm* O
tion as to the advantages of both the at several hundred dollars, in the tene- exhM»e fragrance in your speech; it should the
ELLSWORTH. ME.
are well grown and
stump of a tree resting on h beetling
ready for you as the
ment over his store, were
itself
in
it
your
need*;
destroyed. manifest
routes proposed. The presentation of
Behind tue tree was a small cave in
crag.
should
shed
warmt
and
comfort
h, light,
They were not insured.
the unanimous report of the Isthmian
within us radius; It should eurich your which the beasts had made their home.
whole commtAiity. Beal riches should be After
canal commission in favor of the PanMan Browned at York.
shooting the first one, the others in
Carnations and other seasonable flower'. Y
OP V0IICY, MAW.
like the wealth of the rose, which flings
succ ession took its place in the tree and
James Wood, of Waltham, Mass
ama route has undoubtedly
was
out iis beauty
and fragrance to every
TELEPHONE S4-2.
A
produced
ASSETS
DEC. SI. 1901.
drowned in York river, four miles above pssser-by. There is no stinting of ita fa- met the same fate.
an effect, and at the
present writing
"The hunter never hunted any more.”
With four vors, no reserve of selfishness; all it has, it
Real mute.
neither of the routes can be said to York, Monday afternoon.
§ 21,3001»
This
is true wealth.— Success.
give*.
he eras sailing on tbe river in
Mmtgage loans.
iw.TOOOw
have the advantage of the other, in companions
and addresV enrolled Collateral loan*.
172.7'0 «'
a dory.
The craft was capsized, and in
A
Stock*
Gone
Wife.
ami
With
of
sand
in the eye can cause excrugrain
278,2*2 «*
Shopping
My
bonds,
spite of the fact that the Nicaraguan their heavy clothing tbe men were almost
Cash in office and bank.
60.747
agony. A grain of pepper in place of
There is at least one lawyer in Detroit ciating
the grain of sand Intensifies the torment. The
big commission. Kuf a short Bills receivable,
4M»»
project showed so much strength in belptess in the water, but all
e"r®u ywaddress Ir, our
except Wood who tells the truth. It is his custom to pain is not confined to the organa affected. The !!r?
848 7*
dde Agent* balances,
fona
the House recently. It is recognized succeeded in
list
for
10
cents
In
whole l*ody feel* the shock of that little irritatInterest* ami rents.
dampg, one time,
sou will
WU6'
reaching the shore.
put on bis office door notices—
»nnfu»a «f mall. but not all In
e.
It
la
»o
when
t'ncollected
ing
there
panic
9,784.87
premiums.
that in view of the report just submitlaany derange- He sure and
“Gone to luucb; btek lo half an hour.” ment or disorder of the delicate womanly or EJ
address,
ted the question will have to be
Dross assets,
The dUor-ter may seem trivial, but the
Mrs. Queery—Isn’t she a
g*n*
R. F. CERRISH Box E
5600,079ot
member of
“Gone to court; back in three hours.”
whole body feels it. The nervoua system Is dt*
Mrs. Gadabout—Not any
gone into again at large, and that a your club?
“Gone out to see a man; back in ten ordered. Th«re are fretfulness, irritability, West Sullivan,
laine.
LIABILITIES DEC. 51. 1*01
#ullenne*« and depression of spirit#. The gen
conclusion in favor of the Nicaraguan more. We had to get rid of her, or she minutes.”
Net unpaid losses.
eral health of woman depend# on the local
None
us.
Mrs.
And so on; and callers are generally suc- health of the organ# peculiarly feminine. Reroute cannot be counted upon with would have disorganized
Unearned premiums
5137,929 0
All other liabilities.
move the drains, utceratious, bearing down
don’t say?
6,290 75
Queery—You
Mrs.
Gadacessful in waiting for him.
any certainty.
| pains, and other afflictions of woman, anu the
bout— Yea.
At one of our sessions we
One day last week a caller found this:
whole body feels the »*m fit
Dr. Pierce’s Pav
Total.
520.2771«
of
u
*U» due the heirs of sokllera « a died
were discussing the servant
Surplus oter all liabilities.
ctl.tsi OS
“Gone shopping with my wife; back the ortte Prescription I* a at ©elite for the diceases
girl question,
The national board of trade, now and she
that undermine the strength of women, itia
In the arm7 during the civil W r.
said the best way to solve tbe Lord knows when.”
Total liabilities And
free from opinre. cocaine and other narcotics,
50*0.079.«
surplus,
in session at Washington, is in favor
C.
Q. WADLEIC H,
problem wan for us all to stay at home
The caller didn’t wsit, neither did four poison# which ent* r Into many other preparaUona for woman’s use- It make* week women
THE GEO. H. GltANT Ob,
of penny postage, but the postal au- acd do our own work.
5** Fillh -*«*««.
others who called.
WasMagto O. C.
strong and sick women well
ELLSWORTH. ME.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1902.

in round
The United States has,
numbers, 200,000 miles of railroad in
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Quincy

Mutual Fire Ins. Co..
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i» work! the toap from the bottom of the
cylinder Ilk* sharings from an anger

SOAP FACTORY.
1

REGULARLY
WIU- BE RI NSING
I
IN A FEW PAYS.

i

WllL AWfllR MANAOE-

VBW COMPANY
IMPROVRMRNT8
WKKK
RENT THIS
MADB AT FACTORY.
—

T(1» Rltowort h »owp factory
in n lew day*. Mart SbarglBK regularly
Maaa, who to
wjB 0f c*nBridgeport.
«od n.aiagar o' the new cornpreeideot
arrived tble week, and to perfecting
lor ttartln* up the factory.
the property
The formal tranefer of
Co. to the 8 ierfrom the Olenroec Soap
Co. will be made probWin Burrill 8oap
and tba naw crmpwuy wilt
tWy to-day.
for opera! Iona.
then be prepared
received ImThe factory baa recently
will barun-

J

er

slre'ngement*

modern

eoiue

provement#,

mecblnery

added, and It la now ona of tba
best-equipped aoap factorlaa of IU else in
being

C

As It reaches lbs top, tb#
reap felt*
oear Into the aster
cylinder and denoted*
*° 1 &a bottom, to b* again
brought op by
‘b* huay auger. Th* procaaa la continued
until me

Little

JANUARY

toap
properly worked.
The mixing machine bold* I JOG pounds.
When tb* mixing procaa* la completed,
tb* bottom of tb* mixing rat I*
opened,
and th* 1500 pound mam of
toap drops
oot Upon a hag* tray, and i* eat
away to
cool. Th* rooting lake* from fir*
day* to
» week, and the
aoap is than ready to go
to
the
agiln
top floor and rtnrt on It*
downward trip through the fiotahlog

sctihaet
WO

3,500 pounds.
lo the proevae of soap making tha raw
material starts from the top floor and
the various B»r» to the
goes through
basement, then back again to the top
floor end through the finishing processes
until It Anally reaches tba shipping
on

I

of steam
The

pipe

in

stands

at

guard

The kettle extends

floor, where

a

pipe

from

it

first

to the

mixing machine. B-side it are two storage tanks, into which the strong lye is

\

drawn from the kettle to be
the top floor to be u*ed again,

i

/ The

pumped

nrxiag machine constats of

to

two

cylinders, one within the other. In the
inner cylinder is a special arrangement
likes

|

hug* anger.

As

this auger turns

To Cnre a Told In One iHnjr.
Take Laxative Brooio Quinine Tablets. All
drucgUt* refund ib«- money If it fails to core.
E■ w. tirove'a
•t|B«iur« Is on each box. 3V.

opening.
There were

fire

plum

yit

a-

the term.

i

reached

DECREED.

Dyer,

for desertion.

Tracy

for libel-

E. Sargent, libellant, from Harry
U. Sargent, for cruel and abusive treatSarah

ment.

kpt school*.

Giles for libellant.

Total.

Bircb, libellant, from Albert

EL it be lb

The

Birch, for desertion. French for libellant; Peters for libeiiee.
Augusta A. King, libellant, from Lewis
M.

King,

record of

is

cases

rs. Ink.
Belfast.
King,
Deasy; Jwbason, Fellows. Venlict for
plaintiff.
Grover vs. Hooper. Gillen A Towle; Fel-

lows. Continued.
Tattle vs. Hooper. Gillen A Towle; Fellows. Continued.
Freeman vs. Dunn. Peters; Dana. Cen
Baaed.
Leighton, Davenport A Co. vs. Haight.
Dea*y Hale A Hamlin. Defendant de(nutted.
Deasy; Hale A
Fennelly vs. Haight.
Defendant defaulted.
Hamlin
Phillips v*. Haight. Wood; Hale A Ham
lin. Defendant defaulted.
Grant Co. va. Stevens. Crabtree; Hale Jfc

S19.

■

mi.

Continued.
Grant. King; Grant pro s*.
Continued.
vs.
Higgins. Wood Benson. De
Hopkins

906.

fendant defaulted.
Burtill vs. Hurley. Giles; Hnrlev. Neither

Bridgham

♦
♦

I

WHICH WE SHALL CLOSE OCT

At

♦

*® we

—*

Bargain Prices

do not wish to carry

over

any of our stock.

—-

Means

with

particular

mittee

was

ia and tbe

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING

now

has

sixty members, including
have cottages or camps at Green Lake and
other
localities.
residing In
many
Maslaaste, the name adopted by the club,
ia the Indian name of Green lake.

latest improvements in both systems.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.

good

work.

"CLARION RANGES, FURNACES. STOVES.
a“

PearC agate and granite ware. Crockery and
kinds. .Special attention given to repairing.

Main Strn-t.

J. p. ELDRIDGE.

tin ware.

who

Ammunition

“I thought

she

was

going

to

marry

Tom?” “No, Jack.” “Why, she told me
Tom was willing to die for her and—”
“Yea, but Jack offered to make a good
living for her.”
------

Ellsworth,

Me.

gdnrate Voar Bowel* With Ctacwrvtt.
Candy Cathartic* cure constipation forever
10c. 25c. If C.C.C, fail* druggists refund money

for American and

II
5 ** »»
Hancock
5 C
11 r
9 St
Franklin Road
» at
Waab’etoeJe. !! i* n «
ELLSWORTH
113*) "it 9»
Ellsworth Fail#. Mi #4 5 SI It t5*
NiroILn.
M3 14; 5 4# M If
Green Lake.*tt *« 5 54 »W f?
Lake House..
.Mi li: ft «.
Holden ...Mi SM * l*fit 43
Brewer Jane
W v
f l> 11 «
37 U It
Bangor, Ex. Sc. 1 tt-j * 4»>
U l»
BANGOR, X. C. 1»! «
r.

Portland.
Boston

neeiing
son on

at home of Mrs.
tbe

Sunday,
0.30.

Wiggin.

“Sex-

Moant.”

(

J. P. Simon ton, pastor.

cbool at 11.45.
forth

RkinniiOB. New York
Jacksonville-Ar Feb I, aeh R T Rundlett,
Fountain, Perth Amboy
New York—Ar Jan 31, »ch E C Gales, Providence
Ar Jan SJ, ach H H Barbour, Ersklne, Provi
deuce
Cid Jan SO, sch Pepe Ramirez, Jordan, Havana
Ar

Jan 31, ach Eugene Borda, Somes Sound
Sid Jan 2h, M*bs Fraud* Atoodsow, Beverly ;
John Maxwell, Gull port: Hattie A Marsh,
Noauk
Port Reading—CM Jan SI. ach* J Frank
Seavcy. Kelley, ca aider,; Puritan, Sargent,
anD

—

Ar

Jan 11, ach John J

SargemrMe for Baltimore

Hanson,

PA4M.*AG«»t*LA—Ar Jan 2s, ach A C Stubbs,
Whitney, Tampa
Wilmington, Del—cid Jan 31. bark Allanwi*de, Pickett, l a Plata
Newcastle, 1»el—lu port FebS, *ch Manuel
R Cuzs. from Philadelphia for Stoning lou
Savannah—Ski Feb I. ach Thelma, Murphy,
Sew Y'ork
Sid Feb 2, teh Florence Iceland. Eaton, for

Bridgeport

Foreign Porta.

9—Morning service at
Barbados—Ar Jan 31, wh Medford, from
by tbe pastor. Sunday Philadelphia
San Juan. P R-kr Jan 27, *ch Mary A
Junior league,3 p. m. Up- Hall. Haskell, New York

league at 6 30.

Bayside—Service Sunday
dr. Simontoo.

Q6|

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
r.

Bostoi

7

..

a
00

a.
......

a.

9 0S
a.
It 99

f.

PotUaema

II#.

-..

a.

a

a.

a.

It M 4 9t
W (4 4 54
f U It 1
5 It
t* *4 It U ft a#
♦* 41 If 4
t5 ST
«« W V
5 15
59 It 59 ft 45
: w li :s 5 »
7 U 11 IS * «
7 It 11 *7 ft 19
f7 St II 57 * »
*7 4* !I 4T
8 »
7 5< 1153 8*4
fi #•
S ■* 1# 5*

BANGOR...
Bangor. Kx SL..
Brewer Junction
Holden.
Lake Hoo«e.
ireei Lake.
STeollo
niwwiti Fan#.
ELLSWORTH.
Wa*V*u>n Jc.
Praaklin Road.
Hancock.
"T&ckeax. S-Ft.
Ms. Desert Ferry..
iuHlTtB.
hmon#..
BAR HARBOR..

t»

« »

S>..

f*..
t tt- U 41 7SI
s

♦Stop on signal or no dee to Conductor.
These train# connect ax Bangor, with through
rain* on Main Line to and from Portland, Baton and St. John.
Tickets for AH Points South and Watt
>n sale at the M C. R. R. ticket ofheu.
Faasengers are requested to procure QeMi
wfore entering the train, and especially KHs*
iron n to Falls and Fail* to Gis worth*
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen*! Manager*
t L. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*V
BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SERVICE.

WINTER

weal her
Steam* r “Catherine"
permitting)
will leave Bar h»iwt at 7 a m on Mondays
ami Thur-day * for Seal Harbor, Northeast Har
tor. Southwest Harbor and Monlngton, con
necting at Rock'.a&d with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at
5 pm.
From Rockland, via wav.landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 a ta.
E. 8. J. Mokst,

Agent, Bar Harbor.

Caltis Acsti*. Gen’!

Mgr., Boston.

Socliacfi, BMetiiil & Elisw artii SisaiM Ob.

WINTER dHEIHLE 1901-2.
Steamer “Juliette” will leave Rockland Wednesday. Decern t«er 4, sod thereafter through tbs
* Inter season, every Wednesday and Saturday,
upon arrival of -teamer from Bo-tOD, for Dark
l-iule Deer Isle,
Harbor. Northwest Harbor.
LH*er Isle,
'South Uvnikstilie, '»argeutville.
Sedgwick, Rrootdn. South Bluehill, Bluehill,
surry and Kl sworth.
RETURNING.
Wiil leave Surry at « 30 o’clock every Monday
ind Thur*«1a>. iiuklna above landing* and connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
•Land Saturday going East and Monday returning.
rLami Wednesday going Ea*t and Thursday

returning.

N B—This company will

not

be

ielays arising from accident*

kble

responsible for

or other

uoavoid-

causes.

O. A.

CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.

The Rockland, Bluehill and Ellsworth steam■Yw will not come to Surry while the bay is
froion, but trips will be maue whenever Ice will

perah^

iWitrtisnnnus.

at 2 30 p. m.;

I-

ton
Ar Jan 29, sch Undwr, Bucksport
Cak.«bllls.. Fla—Bid Jau 29.
*ch Hanrv
York
Lrosbv, Ha«tan,
FERN AN DIN a—Ski Jan 30, ach Wm K Downes,

Feb.

Sermon

a a. a. a. a.
if i
4 tt
1 SC
* 97
7 «

MARINE UST.

Rocki

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev.

5
»

..

i"--

BUNKER—At Bar
arbor, Feb 1, Mr* Rboda
Bunker, aged 28 jeafw id months.
Swan’s
CALL—At
21. Henry BCal!.
s.
aged 7s vear*. 11 iuubUi^.V
FREETHY—At Brook in.
Capt El well
W Freethy, aged 75 years,
ly days.
JORDAN—At Waltham. Jan 30,
Jordan,
aged 66 years, 10 months, IT oajs. •»,
JOYCE—At Atlantic, Jan 2». Heury D
aged *.T years, 11 months, 12 days.
KINGM \N—At Mar U>ro. Feb 3. Mrs Alvonla
R B Kingman, aged 6k.>ear-, months, 10 days.
MOON—At Hancock. Jan 23. Mrs Caroline S
Moon, aged 62 years, 2 months. It day*.
ORCUTT—At Amherst, Jan 31, Mark Orcutt,
a*ed 29 wars.
SKGEBATH—At Ellsworth. Feb 5* Jennie L,
wife of Fred Segebalh. aged *8 years, T months,
li day*.
WATTS—At Otis, Feb 4, Mrs Sabina P Walts,
aged 79 years.

Kennehunkport

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 9— Morning service at
:0 30. Sunday school at 11 45.
Tuesday evening, at 7.30, teachers’

about

all those

1

|

lervice at 7 30 p. m.
UNITARIAN.

ad-

....*.

&*UlTaa.j 4 35.
Mt Deem Ferry
11 5^ 154 9 It
II flfc 4 *7
t If
Waskeag. S Ty

Domestic Porta.
Boston—*ld Jan SI. sch llenrv WUhiugton,
Towne, for Sargent* 11 tc and Bald more
Ar Jan 31, ach Hattie 8 Collin*, from Stoning

—

on the United States authorities
larger supply than usual of trout fry
for the stocking of the lake this year.

club

beet

F. WL

super-

CONGREGATIONAL.

a supply of togue.
generally opposed. A comappointed to make a requi-

M’slassie

been

Rev. J. 3d. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Morning service at
Sunday, Feb. 9
Union
[0 30. Sunday school at 11.45.

a

The

bad

Scottish life.”

sition
for

He

UNION SERVICE.

visability of putting in
was

Waldo

Sunday evening, Feb. 9, at the Congregational church—Union meeting; sermon
by Rev. David Kerr, of tbe Baptist
:burcb. Subject: “My experience of tbe

general discussion was held on subjects relating to the fisheries at the lake,

which

in

CHURCH NOTES.

A

:..■■■■■

MORSE—BUNKER—At Sullivan, Jan 23, by
Rev B W Hu—el
MU* Evelyn M..r**e. of
A berry field, u* Fred B B inker, of Sullivan.
PERKINS—SMITH At Penobscot, Feb 2, bv
Rev E K Drew, Mb* Amber D Perkins, of
Penobscot, to Harry M Sa Ith, of Bucksport.
TRUNDY—DOW— At Southwest Harbor, Jan
31, by Rev F W Brook*. Miss Agnes May
Trendy, of S«ulhav-l Hart*or, to Wild* Edward Dow, of W esl Tretnont-

schools, and bad held nearly
ill of the town offices.

J

|

consistent with

prominent

M35

4

G<»ULI>—KRSKINE—At Frankltn. Jan ID. by
Rct W H Pow:e*Und. Mr* M tlei Goui<l, of
Franklin, toCapt George A Krskine, of Buck*-

intendent of

William Patterson.

low as is

was

wanly in 1884, state constable for about
en years until tbe office was abolished,
md Supt. of Nortbport
camp-ground
He was collector of taxes for
in til 1901.
many years, which office be held at the

best

v

jJko.
moa^i.

rtion of trust.

present,
Leroy T. Carleton, of Winlbrop. chairman of the Maine fish and game coinmission, and Commissioner Henry O.
Stanley, of Uixfieid, both of whom made
interesting speeches.
Officers for the year were elected as
follows; President. H. C. Chapman; vice
president, Harry A. Chapman; secretary
and treasurer, Leslie W. Cutter; execNORTH STAS FUR COAT. 11 utive committee, W, L. Miller, W. A.
steward.
Bragg, Rev. E. F. Pember;

—

I*Ia-^d#^ian

rounty and the State. Since becoming of
ige, be has always held some office or po-

!

—r

streets.

Hon. Joseph K. Mears, of Belfast, died
rueaday morning.
Mr.

*

j

MARRIED.

Prominent Belfast Man Bead.

Hon.

the

—.

The board took a recess until Friday
•vening, at 7 33 o'clock.

j

to

re-

of the

|

M sT.

» **

—

lights not de- |
previous report,
is the placing of

Dak and Church

three years ago for the purpose of protecting the fishing at Green lake. About !
twenty-five members and guests were

reference

meteoro-

6 OP
PATTKV —M’GOWN
The engagement Is
5 00 announced of Mar*!* Jordan Patten, eldest
5i0
Alexander Moore MeG<'wn, operator on the B.
47 10 Jt A
K- R
The wedding will take place on
27 50
February 22 1^1210 P0
Boitn.
1 50
14 *5
! CAN!'AGE—At Brook Mu, Jan SI. to Mr ami Mrs
5(0
Lewi* « andage, a sen. L Arthur Eugene.]
6 62
D N VIS—At South IVer I*le. Feb 1, to Mr and
1 38
Mrs George W Davis, a son.
22 50 ! HAS LAM —At Waltham. Jan 30, to Mr and Mr*
Mose* G Haslam, a daughter
14 &
Co.
1 S KENT—At Swan** Island, Jan 2\ to Mr and
Mrs James E Kent, a -on.
72
7 25 STEVENS—At Brook !ln, Jan 13, to Mr and Mrs
Kendall B ^teven*, a eon.
66 81
STRATTON—At Hancock, Jan 12, to Mr and
311*
Mrs John R Stratton, a son.
45 S3 I TYLER-At BrookMn, Jan 2, to Mr ard Mrs
Ch~rte» H Tyler, a eon. [Freni Eugene
f i.104 35 WHITE—At Cranberry l*>e*, Jan 25, to Mr and
Mrs Joseph White, a daughter

lights

street

on

lime of his death.

IW.R. PARKER CLOTHING CO|
I
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

abstract of

Lowest, Jan. 3. .16* below
Lowest for same month for 34 years. .SS.fi* below
Average of warmest day.
Jf
f
Average of coldest day.

meeting. The other light not previously located will be at the corner of

.Meeting.
At Bangor Thursday night was held the
annual meeting and
banquet of the
Mas lassie club, an organization formed

being

an

Temperature.
Average for the month.17-32*
Average for same month for 34 years.1*43?
47*
Highest. Jan. 22
Highest for same month for 34 years.STif

last

Maslassle Club

latter

5 35
$ 41
75
2 60
2 00
1 44
US 00
4 65
17 50
9 25
5(0
10 00
IflCO

placed on Mill street, near Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co.'s mill, as applied for at the

vs.

among the

6U

change at the Falls
lights at the cornor of Miil
itreet and the Bangor road, instead of
farther down Mill street, as first proposed. One of the additional lights is
>ne

lob. Trernont

81*.

Weather of January.

some

rhe
LIST.

assigned

viously reported:
$34.

Sarsaparilla

fs

A.

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.

be

Number of clear days...12
Namier of fair days..
4
Namier of ek>ody day#. .....15
Snowfall.1J Inches
Average snowfall for same month for
34 vearb.
23 Inches
Total preei pita; ton as wafer.3-S5 Inches
A verage for same month for 34 years. .4X4 Inches

eded at the time of their

list, with
disposed of tnd not pretbe

can

logical observation* at the Maine agricultural experiment station at Orooo. during the month of January:

;be location of the two

Banker for libellant.
ASSIGNED

The

Following

changes in location of new
itreet lights at Ellsworth Falls, and also

for craet and abusive treatment.

Following

committee

ported

P»rty.

{north
{fur coats

D L Hammett Co,
W j Macomber.
G B Stuart,

lant.

Haaiin.

CELEBRATED

Elmer F Smith.
Lawrence Treworgy,
Ethel I Jordan,
J L Hammett Co,
Edward Haney,
William F Jude.
Lawrence Treworgy,
Charles I Welch,
Simon Garland,
George B Smart,

George Soya!.
W MHlggiDS,
L E Kbou Apparatus
George A Parcher,
'.house, Morrison, Joy ft Co,
E Bonsey ft Sob.

Sct

Hattie E- Dyer, libellant, from Charles
W.

than

OX. 14, 190 L.
BAB HABBOH TO BAADOA

Aschm—You don’t care much for society, do you? Crabbe—No. Society is
TUy water,
1,000 00 nothing but a ridiculous school where
Electric light, Ellsworth Water Co,
150 00
every nobody is taught to try to be someW hiteomb. Haynes ft Co,
S3 S3 body.
Library.
Adelaide True,
57 50
Charles I Welch,
10 40
engagement.
Charles J Treworgy,
21 52
Scboo*.

in

li Reliant.

S5J.

star

♦

occupied

Stella B. Robert*, libellant, from Cyrus
Roberts, fur cruel and abusive treatment.
Redman for libellant.
Ida M. Goode, libellant, from Walter j
Goode, for utter desert too. E. S. Clark for High school,

Sj 2S2.

♦

|

were

A

A

Timothy Donovan,
Harry W Osgood,
J F Manning,
Lewis Hod*kina,
Kl!* worth Water Co,

Enaane poor,

discharged

were

lant.

987.

the

for

of without trial

*

stranger* to us.
We want to be trusted by them. We trust
them drst: that's the way to get trusted. w*4
trust them to paint with a fair degree of com
We expert to
mon paint knowledge nnd earn.
be trusted to furnish paint as good as paint ran
be, and tu last a* long a* paint can.
If jou do yoar business* that way, you are a
fellow with uc and one of a thousand.
A few meo in the course of a rear will abase
our trust and pat u* to lorn*, but i» in 1,000 will
teii their friends bow true we are, and oar pain
D. That * what ha* made us the largest paint
concern In the world. It Is our best advertiseTours truly,
ment.
r. W. Pkvok A CO.
\ 0

♦

EIGHT of

docket

dept.

Osgood.

Charles J Treworav.
Jchn H Rmnihu,
John W Coughlin.
Andrew J Morse ft Son,
CUy How Co,
Edgar D Jameson,
Georg* M Campbell.

Saturday.
DIVORCES

are

1

Both juries

$45 00
45 «
4h
I St
21 »
27 SS>
1 00
$75
25
4170
57 C$
25 00
3 09
1 75
1 hi

Farther,
McGowa,
W hitcomb, Hayaes A Co,

following divorces were decreed in
addition to tbe one reported le<.t week:
Carrie B. Feeney, of Bocksport, libellant,
from Jason D. Feeney, for utter desertion.
King for libellant.
Alice Oakea, libel ant, from Eli Foster
Oakes, for utter desertion. Giles for libel-

Kllsuxrrih.

WE HAVE IN STOCK

♦

fire

W

George

The

E. Cole & Co.,

♦

X♦

Harry

J A Hale,
Lswte H vlcklns.
Gcorre A Parcher.
W L Prau.
Mrs S A M•ore,
Moi*rt*on. Joy A Co,
L B Wyuaa.
JT McDonald,
H L Moor.
W 1 Maroon ber,
E F Dtmagham,
Mania E Jettison.

medicine

Promises to cure and keeps the
promise. Don't put off treatment.
Buy a bottle of Hood's today.

amount.

:ontioc«nt,

James

bearings of divorce and other cases before
tbe court.
Final adjournment
was

bad time

_♦

▼

tbe

on

disposed

Thursday.
Friday and Saturday

away a* ter make me
»bo’ abe bain’ nebber cornin’ beck.”

CLOTHING COMPANY.

♦

save.

great

Hood's

io

H

Timothy Doootss,

'ollee,

this term, some being continued and
others settled. Tbis shortened tbe term a

225.

PARKER

cases

were

favor of this

published.

9329 m
794 30
t/r:

that

seme com-

Tbe other

SALARY ROLL.

ROLL or ACCOCrXTS *o.
fund.

Trenton Lumber

vs.

sgainst the

»*«««*#*«**#«*♦***«*♦**♦♦♦•*•••••••••••••••••••

R.

TEACHERS'

to

tbe taro others

two.

is so
1»

Hgh school.
Ity school*..

l-L JIOCB W,

pany tried at tbe beginning of
Tbe verdict was for plaintiff.

or

|42<1

Hiram C Lord.

Thursday,

tried

Hood’s Sarsaparilla permanently cured J.
G. Hines. Franks. 111., of eczema, from which
be had suffered for some time: and Miss
Alvina Woiter. Bos 222, Algosa. Wi*.. ef pimples on her face and back and chafed skin on
her body, by which sfee had been greatly
troubled. There are more testimonials in

ROLL.

§34 31

establish lien for
material tarn soed la tbe conatroction of
tbe defeodaots’ mill. Tbe case was similar

day

fol-

fkhssiu.

BELFAST.

iKA3iv.i

action

Thursday

ob-

as

Ttghwaj*...

entered.

Barton B. Waiktr

to

be

passed

were

COMXISSIOXU'S

STRUT

og the

case n«

ited, or acquired through defective
digestion and assimilation.
To treat these eruptions with
drying medicines is dangerous.
The thing to do is to help the
system discharge the humors, and
strengthen it against their return.

of

present at Monday's

Rolls of accounts

law court.

Co.,

box

oars:

preaa last weak, went to the jury Thursday
noon. The verdict wee In favor of plaintifla. Belfast will carry tba case to the

to

was

could

in

TREJtOXT VS.

of

the

drawing

ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.

caee waa

One other

juryman

a

aided.
The fall board
a rat tag

which
jury triala,
rendered. The evidence in

new ceeee were

!3u

W.

before

isaies
1

The pauper cnae of the inhabitants of
Tre moot vs. tba city of Belfast, which waa
oa trial when The
Americas want to

ao iar

Letter to B.

in

were

In

list.

jury

bridges.

caaea came

flea

’e*ab, but 1 bain' knowin’ ; at
wat sorted trebbie yo' fers ter.”
“Why, isn’t it true, a* I have beard, that
your wife has run away from you?**
“Dar bain* ouffin mo’ true, sab
“Then you certainly must feet bad about
it, don’t you?”
“I aln* ’oyUT dal at de preeen’ time 1
done feel redder bad.”
“At tbe present time? 1 don't know

get

names

Dry, moist, scaly tetter, all forms
of eczema or salt rheum, pimples
and other cutaneous eruptions proceed from humors, either inher-

question
taken

was

the

fiaiiriiii n) itnmb**t*.

Eruptions

coart. It was
H-cegsary to draw something like twenty

docket—thirty-one
by judgment, forty-flea by entry of
neither party, nine divorcee.
Ninety-

“Tank

eroun ter

time

revising

moved awsy.
At the
urors for the recent term of

taken out In full before
the jury, then the cnae waa withdrawn
and reported to the law court. Eighty,

“Good morning, Jasper, 1 am aery sorry
to bear of your domestic trouble.”

what you mean by that.”
“1 mean, aab, det abe bain'

Borne

of

Several whose

eeven

vet diet a were

another

911.

♦

work

at

this

through tba

leads

be

The Janaary lira of the soprerra
judicial court for Hancock county ended
Saturday afternoon. The term proved a
bueler one than waa anticipated at iu

You are a maker, ao are we.
Dear Sir
Toe
know what you tna&e, yoa know ail about U.
We know our pal at as yoa know jour goods.
Thera
He most understand his business.
We know what tt is, how it acts, what it does,
is also over tba kettle taro wooden chutes, I how It lives, and how long-the condition* befrom one of which cornea resin sod from ing favorable or unfavorable.
the other salt. Tba
It D fair that we take the risk of tt every way;
aoap-maker has
merely to open a valve here and a slide bat we ought not to ri»k aay use or abuse of lc
Can't draw the line. We are deallag with
there to pat the proper ingredients in the
strangers. We are stranger* to them a* they

|

in diseossioo of the old

*f bade taxes.

Into cakes.

di* machine

Charles R. Burrill, treasurer, and E. F.
Small, clerk.
Mr. Sbcrwin is here now to take charge
of tba factory. He expects soon to moire
his family here from Massachusetts.

proper proportions of tba raw material flow Into it from
etch of the three tanks, is the soap-maker.

soap.

THE THEM- EIOHTY-FTVR

A. Eiui.
>er*-J..«» r Kt WLTuS.
SfcertF—M. F WHTTO >M a
I tVt—H T Siuxt. '.r ira
Iwvstloa—[> L ntua, Pixwtt; Jon
Xrmssar, *ar
'IL.RD ST.Pl.AA,
CaMlee; J. A. HILL. Uos'dttwcu.
SmognpheT—J C. Uai, P jrtlaad.
Imurt-F. E Til'.is

It
which
a 1800 pound
blow.
Th* di*
machine at* in pa th* eoap Into cake*, and
also Msmps th* name of the soap and the
company upon it.
The eoap now looks moeh as It does
when It reaches the market, hat then are

that the

sees

wcapted

FresfcH*# Justice— Lemurs

•trike*

tba bottom.

who

man

kettle and

dcr-

<

Why He Kelt Bad.

The first operation la the preparation of
the raw material. On the top floor, end
gush with the floor, ere the mouths of
three lenke. They look small, being only
four feet In diameter, bat ebould e man
accidentally walk Into one, be would
•trike bottom thirteen feet below. The
tanks extend through to the second floor.
Ill one of three tanke la put the caustic
lye. In another the tallow, and In another
the cocoa oil end other Ingredient* of the
soap. From the bottom of theee tanks,on
the second fljor, pipe# lead to the huge
mouth of the kettle In which the soap l»
made. Tbte kettle te eight feet In diameter and I welte feet deep, end He capac-

done

Butlnesa

isd

room

the first floor.

Br six ess

mm comer.

[few England.
waa
Tha bnildtng. wbtcb to of brick,
•till sere re I processes to begone through.
ball! a lltllaovav four yanr* ago, eapactolty After being pressed th* soap la dried on
It to located
of
aoap.
manufectura
forth'’
racks, and then gom to tb* second floor,
and within a few feat of where It la
on Main etreet.
polished end packed in paper
It
which
axcaptlonwl
glrew
box**. Then It goes to the flret floor and
the railroad,
of
gooda.
tor
ehlpment
Is packed to casks for shipment.
fecllltlea
mtw
The building nsnw icn
The factory has a rapacity of 1.080 boxes
baeeThe
room 18x35.
holier
with
of soap of sarsnty-flte
•torlee.
pounds each
Interior
of
The
end
light.
ment hi large
weekly. It la equipped to manufacture
in
North
Caroline
ts
finished
various grade* of laundry and toilet aoap.
the bunding
brick walla are painted Tb*
product of this factory will be of
ptne. end I be
end
a
Interior
eery light
white, giving the
very fine quality. Soma of tb* ewsential
la
Th*
building lighted oils need In the manufacture of soap are
than appearance.
heated by eleauto
by electricity end
j very expensive, some of them coating as
An elevator run* through the building
high as fS sn ounce. A little of that woe*
te
It
oper- a great way in
jrom basement to top floor.
soap, and It fee only need in
etid by hydraulic pressure, the large tbe finest qualities of toilet aoop.
into the ground forty
Tbe office o! the company fea on tbe
piston extending
feel below the f lundatlonof the building. first floor. The officers of tbe near comare
Mark
The elevator has a lifting capacity of pany
Sberwfo, president,

I

or

JCRT TRIADS.

Th* flrat step after Its arrival at th* top
floor Is the cult nj of the maaa into elabe,
a

for
Board Outside
Regular Routine.
The meeting of the board of aldermen
tfoodsy evening developed little new
rovfnssa. A part of the evening was

LAST

CASES DISPOSED OF—SEVEX

procaanea.

dually

ENDED

SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

I*

than Into bar* aud
Is then press'd la

TERM

2&irrti*rctt7tU.

CITY MRFTIHG.

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.

hoi*.

Port Spain-Ar Jau l*. ach Willie L Maxwell, Bowden, Wlimlngton, N C

♦

0
4*

t*
t

| RAW FURS
S

Cash
ail the

paid. I don’t
profit myself

want
the
trapper gets his share, and I
treat him right. I have had
long experience in handling
furs.

S
a

S

|5

B.

—

j\
1

|
1

PHILLIPS,

F.

GROCER,

3 Main St. ;opp depot', Ellsworth.

!

Bocwocw^o•:<H^oc<K^CH^ooooc^cc
ut:T

THE

M. M.

BEST

IT COSTS ISO MORE

MERTZ,

Notea.

Bueno* At res. Dec 27—Bark A uburndate,
BAPTIST.
from New Y'ork. was placed In dry dock yesterday to undergo repairs Her keel 1* broken and
Rev. Da rid Kerr, pastor.
forced back some .0 feet- Considerable time
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer-meeting. and expense will be Incurred in making repairs.
beh Sam Slick, from Cht verie, N3 for Boston
?ree music clans at close. All welcome.
with pla»ter. which was
stranded at StonSunday, Feb. 9— Morning service at ing ton, ha<» completed lately
repair* at Rockland,
1 0.30. Sermon by tbe pastor.
Sunday reloadedtothe portion of cargo eared and will
destination.
chool at 12 m. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m. proceed
Spoken.
Trenton— Service Sunday at 2 30 p. m.;
Jan 30, lat 34 51, Ion 74 ir, bark Mannie Swan,
dr. Kerr.
1 ota Pernambuco for New Yexk
|
1

Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

*pi

specialty.

Fourteen years' factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.

Drop a postal or leave orders at J.
T. Crippen's music store, Ellsworth, Me.

subscriber* at 100
Of the 118 post-offices tn Pancock county;
all the other papers in th* count* combined do not reach so many. The AmkbThe American has

ICAN

the

not

u

only paper printed

"county'"news, j
Omnia X*w*

yrUiiiiOfutl

*w

othar

pag**

SouthwMt Harbor.
IN TURKISH MlaSION FI SUM.
The Southwest Harbor woman’s auxll-

in

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a County papi r; all the
reet are merely local papers. The circulation of The Amkhioan, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger !
than that of all the other papers printed
|
in Hancock county.

iary of

verea

and comfort to

pleasure

of

little cbilfar-off land,
>ne, the first-born, aged fifteen months,

j

Two

laid away in

were

he other

that

Though
blighted by the

still younger infant.

a

‘herished hopes were
tenth angel, these consecrated laborers in
he Lord’s vineyard kept on with their
work of love and self-sacrifice. Other
rhildren were given to brighten their
home and they were gladdened In seeing a
,arge number of native people converted

parsonage Friday aftera
noon, Jan. 24, having been promised
brief history of Madame Walker’s exfor fifteen years in the mission

gathered

source

devoted teachers.

hese

Iren

missionary society

Maine

the

itions, and the uniform gentleness and
xrartesy of the people under their charge

at the

periences
fields of Turkey in Asia. A rare treat to
number of interested ladies
the large
! gathered did the eventful recital prove.

.Vm»

Omni9

=*=^1——^

wfl

other page*

:==“as7T-. -=^=r

r■■

)tftl Co»e.

Masons attended tbe Installation
lervlces of Mt. Kebo R. A. chapter at
Star Harbor, Jan. 34.
Several

VEWi

a

entitled “Maidens all Forlorn”
presented at tbe ball Thursday
evening, Jan. 90, by local talent. A fairThe parts
tized audience was present.
ivere well rendered.

work

disposed of the C. C in a few
pleasing words, presented, on behalf ol
the assembly, the retiring past chancelloi
of the last term, Mrs. L. P. Cole, a jewel ol
were

office.

her

Some of the sisters

ated the characters of the old
BChool and
treat

erous

were
was

impersonfashioned

heartily encored. A genduring the even-

served

ing.
Feb. 1.

and

There has been

has

been

much

ser-

improved.

unusual amount ol

an

sickness in town this

week, many

cases

serious nature.

Staples has

Alfred

a

ice-house built

which

dwelling,

be

will

fill

near

with

Lilly pond ice.
By request the dramatic club will repeat the play “Uncle Rube” at Joyce’s
hall, iu the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Keyes, of OrJand, were
called here by the serious illness of their
daughter, Mrs. Freeman Staples.
William Burns is havings, piazza built
around his house, and other improvements
made, prepa-atory

coming

boarders the

to

night stealthy footsteps
making

Mrs.

Walker

on

native advised

On the

resistance.

no

moment

In the

heard

were

The faithful

the roof.

scallop fishermen on the Bagaduce
have bad large catches and are getting
good prices for their fish.

been passing a few
hiding- sister, Mrs. Harriet

a

the bed.

place nnder

taking

erecting

umes

to

team with him Miss Julia
teacher at
leave

on

Minturn,

Green, primary

who

camp d. The next day the
their way safely reaching
tion.

picturesque

Some
in the

party went

was

on

and humorous

her

scenes

atmmtsnnntts.

HICK A DOG
a

and he bites you.

dog

The cries of the struggling woman soon brought help and both were
rescued in an exhausted condition. The
morning was iutsnsely cold, but kind
the time.

hands

made

soon

them

They fortunately escaped
injury.

you

kick.

makes the other

worse.

the

more

A

thin

Feb. 1.

8.

Hrooklin.

Thin

blood.
thin
other
to

be

come

worse.
a

High school reopened Monday with Mr.
Catberon, of Bates college, as teacher.

riches

went
to
wbere he will

Ber

Harbor
Wednesday,
be employed.
John Freetbey, who has been employed
on one of the Crockett
boats, is at home
ill.
Frank Cole returned from Boston
Sunday, wbere she baa been the past

Mrs.
last

tbree months.

W. Bridges, who has Been in Ellsworth the part week on the
jury, returned
A.

home

Friday.
Charles Blake, who has been
employed
at Sargentville on the
ice, was brought
home ill
with

last

week

He

was

threatened

pneumonia.

A circle

organised last week for the
liorary association. Tbs
first meeting was held at Mrs. G. K.
Allen’s, with a large atteudance.
Boy Kane, principal of grammar Bchool
benefit of

was

the

Thomaston, had a severe attack of
appendicitis, and was operated upon last
Tuesday. At last reports, be was doiDg
at

well.

*'et3* 3

Csk Fkmme.

a

stomach

a

the

going

help

carbuncle

many of

must

the

more

than

a

week

from

his neck.

on

his

frieuds

were

remembered

TOMSOK.

Feb. 3

Sntlnsii.
Mrs. Stan Wilson has been very
is Improving.

right

blood.

it

Mrs. C. A. Stimson has been quite ill,
and is still confined to her house.
Mrs. W. O.

Emery

has left for

several weeks with friends in

en-

severe storm of Sunday, accompanby high wind, dislodged the observatory ou Mt. Ossipee, which now “lies in
state” somewhere on the plain or down

The

the mountain side.

Otis Hinman have both

Mr. and Mrs.
been

quite ill,

Mr.

Hinman

unable

to

bat
is

are

about

move

now.

but

much.

still
Mrs.

room.

Capt. Banin* is joyby his inauy friends here.

from

His condition is much

improved,

and he

operation performed on his
eyes in a short time in New York, by his
old oculist, Dr. Matterson.
is to have

of medicine.
This picture represents
the Trade Mark of Scott's
Emulsion and is on the
wrapper of every bottle.

The

sample*
JBOWNE,
New York.

j

an

literary society

met last

Wednesday

Kate

Duubar.
Although the weather was severe, a goodly
number was present.
The occasion was
quite informal, and was much enjoyed by
all. The subject for the afternoon was
Washington Irving and his writings. At
the next meeting, with Mrs. E. B. Dunbar, the subject will be “Life and Writings of W. C. Bryant”.
afternoon

SCOTT &

druggists,

improving

down stairs

Hinman is still confined to her

No need

50c. and $1. all

visit of

ied

Scott’s Emulsion puts the thin
Latest news
received
body on its feet. Now it can fully

409 Pearl St,.

a

Boston and

Newton.

That

blood and rich blood makes a
strong body. Each makes the
other better. This is the way

itself.

111, but

Feb. 3.

with

Miss

R.

station agent
on
the
Central railroad, visited his parents, William Mile* and wife, last week.
Adalbert and Albert Tenney, Blanch
McFarland, Ona Googlns, Beokey Butler
and Emerson Stewart are attending high
school at “the Corner

Mrs. Stella Shaw, who visited In Bangor
week, attended the aoctal and deuce
given by the students of Shsw’s business
college, with her nephew, Howard Tracy,
last

excellent condition

who U

paat week, and akattng and lee-boating
have been the chiet arauaemente.
of thla place recently organsewing circle, called the Bunker memorial circle, for the purpoee of working
tor a church.
The South Gouldaboro dramatic club
will preeent the five-act drama “The
Deacon” in Bunker hall Tueaday and
Wednesday even Inga of thla week.
8. M. 8.
Feb. 3.

student there.

a

Feb. 3.

Q,

Rust l.nmnitt*.

The ladies

Luther Gtlpstrlck has been very ill, but

a

improving

Is

j

now.

Bennett Is home from

S. W.

Pinehurst,

N. C., wbeie he has been employed during
the winter.
The Women’s Allisnce will hold an Ice*
sociable at Mrs. Samuel Deslales’

cream

Thursday evening.

next

The strong wind of last Tuesday carried
! sway a atsglng at the coaling station end
Mrs. J. W. Leach Is the guest of Mlaa
two of the rooting gang fell to the ground,
Hftttla Dunbar.
thirty feet. Tb *y were badly shaken up,
Nellie, little daughter of Mra. Frank hut no very serloua Injuries were bus*
Dunbar, is quite ill. Dr. Ward well la In tained. One of them went home, and the
North

C Matin*.

j

I

ittendance.
I

William 8. Bridge* and wife, of Penobscot, were the guests of Capt. Edwin Ord*
way, Saturday.
Manfred

|

other will go to work in

Feb. 3.
Mrs.

Mixer, who bas been suffer-

days by

from work for several
rye.

He

sume

his work.

has

»o

far

to

as

few

days.

H.C. Milliken ie quite ill.

Israel Durgaln is In very poor health.
W

it

Rnfinanr ha««nn« Inin

h. wn^/4.

for the winter.

Webb, of Brewer, Is visiting
H. C. Mllilkeit’s.

Mr*. Alvin

injured

an

recovered

a

_H.

tVeftt llrtiirork.

ing from a severe attack of muscular
rheumatism, is out again.
Charles Wardwell has been laid aside

at

re-

Jennie Stratton, of Hancock,
gue*t of Mis* HeU-u Abbott.

Mias
the

Joseph Dunbar, wbo has been
guest of Mrs. Leroy Wardwell for

Mrs.

in

Scbooi closed Friday, after a pleasant
Jnaepb l>oyte, the teacher, was
much liked. Prlzea were awarded to
Master Karl Young and Sylvia Marshall
Mr#. George Dunbar, who went to Califor promptness aud good behavior,
fornia last August, returned home ThursSumac.
j Jan. 27
day after a week’s journey. She has been
North
SmlKwirk.
Dors
her
Mrs.
Freeman
j
cousins,
visiting
Mr*. Abbie Page is suffering with an
and M»«s Margaret Wescott, formerly of
the

weeks, has returned to her borne
it South Penobscot.

term.

Uastine.

attack of the

Be\eral

Fet* 3.

L.

ill with the

PlSSbMSt.

Owing to the
were no

J
j

storm

severe

services at the

Sunday

grip.

Mr*, Harr tills

_

aelec-

Cloanon, who ws* quits
grip Iasi week, ia much im-

proved

there

Methodist church.

Mary A. Grindie, of North Penobscot, bs# been granted a widow’s pension
Mrs.

Feb. 3.

Eoo.

A number of our young folks went to
North Brook I in Thursday evening to a pie
sociable. They report a good time,
School No. 9 closed Friday after a term
of eight week* taught by Kugene M.
Allen. It was a pleasant and successful

were no

services

here

Sunday

oi

being confined to his home several days,is out agala
Tbe Baptist society gave a public sapIt whs
per in its vestry Wednesday.

Miss Maud

after

patronized.

Hinckley

Mrs. Kveielb Is

of the storm.

Capt. George Cousins,

Weil

Sr ha.

i

Jan 23.

Hi
Mrs. A. C.

There

j

was

is

SlnrtBvill*.

ill.

!

the sick

on

list.

Stover, of Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

In town last week.

The ladies of the
their circle

Baptist

Thursday

church

afternoon and

held
even-

|

Dr.

C. C. Morrison

Osgood and her daughter,
Hinckley, left for Boston

was

In town

Sunday,

Mrs John Jordan, wbo has been ill
long, is convalescent.

so

!

Mr. Gliddcn, of Bangor, ia vislttug his
\ daughter, Mr* Frank Jordan
Frank

ing.
Mrs. Thomas

I

owned

Jordan

ha#

a

aword

that

was

by b!« grandfather, John Jordan,

Tbe members of tbe A. O. G. WM of!
one of the ttr*t «*«tt'era of Ibis town.
Mrs. Belie
S.
Jan 3
Burry, with their families, met for a son, rs.
for an
lfjurMiay.
o-igood
goes
ciable Friday night. Clam chowder, cake
on her eye.
ernnkltf*.
operation
and coffee were served. A general good
M I**. Krttth Butler baa returned horns
Among those who narrowly escaped intime was enjoyed.
jury In the recent subway explosion in I from Bangor for a short visit.
Several flashes of lightning and peales
New York city, in which several were
There ia quite a migration Tonkward
of thunder accompanied the heavy ran
killed, were two former residents of B»ue- just now. Borne parties were on the pond
and bail atorm here Sun lay night.
T e
tiill, Mrs. Frank White and her daughter before daylight Saturday morning. Ons
high wind made sad havoc among tbe
Miss Lulu. They yrere just entering the •‘early bird” fellow caught five nice togue
smelt tents on the bay, tearing tome of
iratid Central station when the explosion I out of one hole before sunrise.
them to pieces and injuring others to
>ccurred, and a vhiwer of glass fell about
SUB.
Feb. 3
some extent.
them. Their escape from injury is
reItev. J. D. McOraw received a telegram
markable.
AWjtrtisrmrnta.
Thursday that bis brot h*r-in !».w, Samuel
Feb. 3.
Bri £
Neal, of Danforth, was dying. Mr. Me
WmI Trrntont.
Graw, though ill at the time, started by
THREE GOLD
The winter schools began Monday, the
train for Daufortb that night. Mrs. Megrammar taught by L W. Kumlli and the
Graw was in Somerville, Macs., to be
PAN-AMERICAN
primary by MisaLulu Mayo.
near another brother, A. W.
of Mars

f

MEDALS^

EXPOSITION

Neal,

Hill, who
hospital.

is in tbe

Massachusetts general
She was also
notified aud
Btarted for Daufortb at once.
Feb 3.
G.

Thursday

tbe

winter terra

of

school

taught by Miss Sara Coggins closed after
a very successful term.
Friday evening a
very pleasing entertainment was given
tbe
school. Becitations by the
by
pupils,
dialogues, and epngs and a recitation by
the teacher constituted tbe

programme,
wbicb reflected credit on all tbe participants. The sum of |7.!0 was received, and
will be expended for school apparatus.

Monday evening,

27, Mrs. J. 8.
Blair entertained a company of
twentynine at tbe parsonage at a Japanese tea.
It

Jan.

tbe

evening of tbe regular meeting
of the young ladies’ mission
circle, and
tbe coinpauy consisted of the
regular
was

members of the circle and other
yoaug
ladiee and girls. After a programme on
Japan, tbe company repaired to tbe
diuiug room, where in true Japanese style

they

partook of refreshments, wbicb,
however, were not of a strictly Japauese
character, but more acceptable to tbe
palate of tbe Occidental. A very pleasant
was passed and a deeper interest
was stimulated in our brothers aud sisters

evening

of tbe islands of tbe
Feb. 3.
North

sea.

H.

l.amomo.

Miss Annie M. Young returned from
Prospect Ferry on Saturday, where she
has been

Edna 8 Lunt went home this week
Manset. Hhe has been staying with her
aunt, Mrs. G. W. Lunt, and attending
high school.
Miss

Walter Baker &6‘

to

Mra.

HiniMlir.

Then

Send for free

been

generously.

strengthens the body and 'it
begins to grow new flesh.
A strong body makes rich

get along by

I'OMSOX.
has

Capi. Thomas Tapley has killed the
largest pig uf any that has been slaughtered ou Wat son,% hill the put year, and

up such a
First it sets the

right.

Mills

There was another entertainment and
supper at the schoolhou*e Fiiday night.
The proceeds, f 19 25,were added to the organ fuud.

It breaks

combination.

Pierce

at his borne for

from outside.

H. S. Kane baa bis ice bouse filled.
Miss Etbel Eaton ia visiting her sister
in Boston (or a few weeks.

Fred

the

L.

Nancy

guest of Mrs O. L. Tapley for two weeks.
Rev. H. L. Packard has been suffering

makes the

Scott's Emulsion is the

help.

Mrs

Mrs,

_

account

uue exiz nag.

mother,

j

day evening, consisting of a drama, songs,
dialogues, etc. All parts were well rendered, and pleased a crowded house. Icecream and cake was on sale during the
evening in the upper school room. The
proceeds, fl4 23, go towards purchasing an
In the past year,
organ for the school.
during school recesses, the pupils, by
filling soap orders, have purchased a fine
clock and a gong for the school.
Previous
h

Stewart's

is in poor health.

Henry Miles,

j

Hnrr*

uougui

Roni.

Maine

the

ized

oihor pagot

though the weather was cold and the
traveling rough.
People came from all 3f fl2, with back pay.
j
AM
parts of this town and Btonington.
Hariand K. Hutchings has been conbut one of his children were present, be- !
fined to the house for several days with j
sides a large number of grandchildren
j terra.
and other relatives. Dr. H. W. Hmsll, of i Hines# due to vaccination.
Kae.
Feb. 3.
J. P. Alien, a member of court Rig- |
Swan’s Island, and Dr. Amoa E. Small, of
id ucc, I. O. P., has recently received a 1 Amh«r»r.
Winter Harbor, are among the grand*
!
children of the deceased.
Mr*. L. K. Croaby was the guest of Mrs*
He was the tick benefit from the order.
oldest person in the history of the town.
Capt. C. M. Perkins received the third | F, O. Sltobjr t«*t Keek.
Mr*. ()«good Crockett ia spending the
degree in masonry at Rising Star lodge
The cold snap of this week has comi winter with her parents at ludian Point.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 29.
pletely closed this harbor, no water being
1
Miss Amber D. Perkin#, of this town,
Mrs. J.G. Dunham was railed to Bar
in sight at this writing. Of course the
tnd Hurry M. Smith, of Bucksport, were Harbor last we* k by the illness of her
Ice is thin and a smart breeze would break
married At the home of the bride’s pa- 1 daughter, Mrs. Irving Frost.
it up again.
rent#, Mr. and Mr#: A. W\ Perkins, SunHortenae, litt tw daughter of Krnest Ken*
Joseph Flfleld, of West Btonington, I day, Feb. 2, by Rev. hi. K. Drew, of South
! nbton and wife, who has been very ill
called on friends here Thursday. “Uncle !
Penobscot.
with scarlet fever, ia rapidly improving,
Joe” is hale and hearty as ever.

The school in district No. 1 gave an
entertainment at the scboolhouse Satur-

iihu

appropriate

large congregation assembled,

A

East

Mra Alice Hooper Is at Tunk Pond,
jailed there by the lllnese ot her mother,
Mra Lizzie Havey.
baa been In

too

Mrs. KtHs Johnson Is making a short
stay in Dedham and Brewer.
Eugene Perry is staying with his ancle.
John Msrshalt, for a few weeks.

Lucy Bunker haa returned from
Prospect Harbor, where ahe haa been
leaching.
8-bool haa closed here and Mlaa Bunker,
ibe teacher, haa returned to her home in
Franklin.

Lily pond

County Newt,

Annie

While,

■Wise

Jan. 31.

Schooner “Mildred May”, Uapt. Condon, finished discharging general cargo
at Wasson's wharf on Saturday.

If there is

change

and in all theae years Capt.
never failed to visit or send

_

Each

blood makes

Each

body.

comfortable.

without serious

community.

tions.

token of remembrauce.

uey
Jan. 27.

makes thin

body

some

io mis

He bites you and you kick him.

going to
When they

drove upon the wharf the horse took
fright and btfckedofT theside of the wharf
into the water with beth occupants of the
carriage. It was fortunately low water at

out, which speaks

forty-third anniversary of Mrs.

birth,

Blodgett has

portrayal of the manners and cusbe native* relieved the dark situ-

Kick

the

Snow’s

their destina-

toms of

was

morning boat.

the

a

Last Thursday, Capt. George W. Blodthrough the-baggage, taking what pleased
the day with his eldest daughthem, including the watches of both men, gett passed
Mrs. John Snow, at North Castine. It
and destroying much, the ruffians de- ter,

building to be
usedias a reading room and library, which The more you kick the more
is much needed in this village.
What came near being a serious accident he bites and the more he bites
“VinalbaveuV* wharf at
Wednesday. Henry Conary, mail carrier from Minturtf, bad in the

small

so

Capt. Walter Grlndie, who was Injured
by a fail on bo«rd his barge at Newport News last week, is now in the hospital at Norfolk, steadily recovering.

a

occurred at the

his

In that time 100 vol-

have been taken

well for

shoot. Her husband called
by him, where he could
protect her if need be with his own life,
or If they were to be murdered, they could
meet their fate together.
After going

summer

Swan’s Island

with

Stevens.

here three months.

discovering her conpointed a gun at her,

soon

one

here

weeks

has

The Maine State library has been located

With much noise, the marauding band
broke in and

Castine,

Washington Howard, of

spur of the

sought

The choir rendered

The

Christian, shamaz

(deacon), had accompanied them.

season.

dramatic club has decided to apply

The

its funds towards

Mrs Mary Sargent aud aon, ot
Franklin, are vlalting relatives here.

PLEASANT RECEPTION.

iucir

native

a

to her to stand

Seth Joyce will soou move his family
into Dr. Small's tenement bouse at Minium.

his

uui-uiHuc

helpers

threatening

Guy Stockbridge, who
iously ill of peritonitis, is

a

an

cealment,

Atlantic.

of

j

Mrs.

Mrs Margaret Bunker iaetopping in Bar
Harbor fora few weeka.

ou

After the business and

Franklin

tout It OonltUboro.

A drama

---

evening.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

_

a as

io the Christian faith.
One of the most pleasing and successful
Madame Walker, mother of the pastor, j
The Divine Master said: “Greater love
loclal events of the season took place Jan.
is a sweet dignified little lady, with bright !
nihrr pay**
hath no mnn than this that a man lay I II, at Capt. J.8. Powers’, when a reception
9br s/ft'ifional (\****Ujf Netn
eyes and silvery curls, graced with gentle,
iown his life for his friend.” This is
was tendered tbe officers of tbe school
ease of manner, one whose heart
cultured
^ what the devoted missionary. Rev. Augus- board and teachers by Miss Myra Powers.
JProapeet Harbor.
will remain young in spite of the snowy
Bosfor
left
Tuesday
Miss Alice M. Cole
tus Walker, did.
Leaving his safe hilly About twenty-five guests were preeent.
crown upon her head and the fact that
ton where she will spend several months.
lummer borne in the cholera season when
Miss Powers is a charming hostess, and
she has passed the allotted three score
hundreds of victims fell by the dread dis- the was ably assisted by Mias Sarah CarMiss Maria Bunker, of Franklin, has
and tea.
years
been spending several days with friends
ease, he went into the town, having heard
also by her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Beginning with her departure from Lhat a valued native friend was stricken, roll,
here.
Rowers.
home in 1853, the bride of a z.alous young
nursed him until he died, and attended to
Among the guests were Dr. Willis
Mrs. Clara Crane, of Winter Harbor, minister, Rev. Augustus Walker, who had
his burial, lie was shortly taken ill him- Watson and wife; Dr. J. D. Phillips and
was a guest of Mrs. C. C. Larrabee a day or
been assigned to the station of Diabekar,
»elf, and though he reached home to re\:ft;Stipt. (J. K. Fuller; Mrs. Caroline
two last week.
in Turkey, Madame Walker drew a vivid
ceive the devoted care of hia wife and a
l^iwler; C. E. Dow and wife; L. W.
Mrs. James A. Hill, of West Goulds- picture of the lights and shadows falling
physician, he grew rapidly worse. After a Rumell and wife; Miss Esther Dixon;
boro, i9 home after visiting her sister, across the pathway of herself and huslew days’ suffering he felt the end apMiss Louise Heath; Joseph Wooster and
Mrs. George W. Allen, at the “Sands” for band until the devoted missionary entered
proaching and while trying to frame a wife; Arthur Freeman and wife; L. C.
a few days.
the life eternal.
farewell message to his devoted companion,
[)ber and wife; Miss Grace Carroll, and
The voyage to Constantinople, the corThe school improvement league held a
with the tender word “Darling” ou his several others.
the
sociable in Columbus ball Friday evenjng, dial welcome of resident missionaries,
lips the great soul passed to the heavenly
After social chat and games, delicious
on horse or muleback
and sold ice-cream. Since organization wearisome journey
borne. The‘orrowing people of the misrefreshments were served, after which
the
this little band has done much in the way across the unknown area of Turkey,
sion did all in their power to comfort the
Yankee
more games were introduced.
in the naof adding to its school work. An ency- halt at Aintab to be instructed
bereaved one, and bought with their own ingenuity was severely taxed in tbe
before going to the assigned
tive
and
several
language
been
has
purchased
clopedia
funds a memorial tablet suitably inscribed
difficulties constantly
penny-guessing game. Dr. Watson was
pictures, prettily framed, add much to the station, the peculiar
to their beloved pastor.
the successful competitor, winning the
bringing out the elements of courage and
attractiveness of the schoolroom.
Madame Walker with her children, the prize, an
ebony mounted blotter. In the
were described with a modest
(latience,
The V. I. society met as usual Thursday
youngest born a few months after her last game, objects representing cities
■■(favnnnn
M nnh runrot
CYnmiiapH at
simplicity, which made her hearers marbereavement, leaving with regret .V-M..., V.V.,
-•-j vet that such hardships and trials could great
the absence of their efficient president,
what had been home for fifteen years, and
silver souvenir spoon.
be borne with so much grace and fortiMiss Alice M. Cole, who has been on duty
their church at
the gentle friends of
a late hour the guests departed, each
Al
tude.
bo long; but the society is fortunate in
Diabekar, came back to her father’s home carrying the memory of a thoroughly enAt times the description of evfnts and
in Auburndale, but not wishing to be
having Mrs. R. E. Robinson to take her
joyable evening.
was so pathetic that tears filled
incidents
place, and the work and sociability of the
upon her parent’s bounty,
Feb. 3.
D.
where the be- dependent
the
especially
many
eyes,
circle will be kept up to the usual standof him a pretty cottage home,
accepted
loved younger and only sister had elected
ard.
where, by ber self-reliant and energetic South l>#»*r l«I«.
in spite of loving remonstrances, to follow
FUNERAL OF NATHANIEL ROBBINS.
The
primary school closed Friday the fortunes of a m.s*lonary—a widower efforts, she provided for her children and
The funeral of Nathaniel Robbins,
them a liberal education.
afternoon. Miss Lucy Bunker, of South
who had left his two children in the care gave
This brief outline is but a glimpse of the whose death was noticed last week, was
Gouldsboro, has taught for the year to of Mr. and Mrs. Walker while he came to
held at the church here on Wednesday at
The afternoon
sorrows and hardships that crowded
the satisfaction of all.
America to seek another mate. Sympathy joys,
was devoted to entertainment, and many
the eventful years this brave woman passed 2 p. m.
was Btirred for the' brave woman in her
“Uncle Thaniel” had been a member of
in a foreign land, far from borne and kinvisitors were present. The little folks
anxiety over the illness and grief over the dred. The
a
in
their selections
rendered
very
missionary circle has been the Congregational church at Deer Isie for
death of the pet sister, who in a few
pleasing manner. The children presented months after her arrival in Turkey* con- promised a sketch of Madame Walker’s more than sixty years, and at bis request
ol
volume
Miss Bunker a
handsome
home for orphan children, established and the pastor and the choir of that church
tracted a malarial disease which soon
carried on for many years. All rejoice officiated at his funeral. Rev. Mr. Hartpoems, which showed thetr love and ended her
bright
young life.
that in the twilight of her days she is so well gave a very fine discourse. He alappreciation of her untiring efforts in
One very thrilling incident brought
cared for by her devoted son and luded to the long life extending over the
their behalf.
chills of fear to the listeners—an attack tenderly
whole of one century and clasping the exJan. 29 Halcyon assembly of Pythian of native bandits made when Mr. and daughters. Born a Christmas child, she
tremes of two more, to the great changes
sisterhood observed its first anniversary. Mrs. Walker were on their way to an- has, through her long life, exemplified the
wrought In that time, to tbetrialsand the
spirit.
Owing to the extreme cold the company other station, and for lack of transporta- true Christ
Feb. 3.
Spray.
joys of a long life here and the blessedness
was small, but during the year the memtion guards had halted at a lone bouse in
of the hope of the life beyond.
Wmt llroowkvlll*.
bers had never passed a more pleasant

COUNTY

nterestlng programme, consisting of
Pupils not
llalogues and recitations.
1 ibarnt
were Arthur Kief,
Ralph Kief,
Lsndgon Hodgkins, Gladys Norwood,
■Vended
Norwood,
Norwood, Ettel
>wis Smith.
Y.
Feb. 3.

COUNTY NEWS.
Aw mddiiionat

teaching.

Misa Annie KobertB closed a
very
successful term of school in this district
on Thursday.
Tbe children gave an

George W. Lunt came home thia
from Manset, where she has been 1
caring for her sister, Mrs. L. A. Clark, who
week

Cocoa and Chocolate
^saammsssssaaaaxsB^ssaBssssBsssssssM

has been ill.

The fuueral services of

Murphy,

who died

consumption,

8unday.

Mrs.

Hannah
o t
held at the church

were

Murphy

has been a patient
number of years. Hhe leaves
husband and six children.

sufferer for
*

Mra.

Thursday, Jan.

a

Jan- X-

Thelma.

out.

Edward Lally has gone to
ljimoine,
he i* employed by
Dr. Lewis
Hodgkins, of Ellsworth.

where

Harley M Grover is attending school at
Amherst. His brother, Percy, la
clerking
In bis father’s new store at
Tllden.
David Salisbury's mill, at Flood’s
Pond,
hoisted for the winter.
Mr. Salisbury makes employment for many men in
the woods cutting and
hauling logs.
Miss Kutb Warren returned
home last
week accompanied
by her mother, Mrs.
Emily J. Warren, who has been visiting
her
daughter, Mrs. Jennie True, at
Ellsworth.
Jan. 27.
Day,s.
___
bas

biMiTr

H. Anti the
B.Baity
properly treated becomes nasal
e«ae a*

*,

Has received the highest indorsements from tSe medical practitioner,
the nurse, and the Intelligent house^
keeper and caterer

u

JW,

dry and

yourself
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catarrh*
offeole

ob.tln.to a. It L
time with “medicines" thas
membrane, but cure

|
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Walter Baker & C-LimiUd

^

Established I7«®
DORCHESTER. MASS.
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PROCLAMATION!

We proclaim <"<r
llat wo sell V1NOL

°n,'T 40 tb«

on

a

seem

Many Maine People are Interested
Mine. Nordlea's Suit.

The claim of many Maine
people to a
fortune from tbe federal
government on
ground of a debt owed one Ichabod Nor-

people

positive guarreed in hen.-llt-

we

3*«ireUaso

poses to fight tbe matter to
has engaged Hon. T. B.

;

j

Dot Strong,

Indigestion,

Dyspepsia,

a

flntsb,

moot,

brltablttty, Nervousness,
unnuuo uoiaa,

grandchildren of Ichabod Norton
from the destruction of whose vessels by
France the claim originated, were as follows:
Shubael Dunham Norton, born at Castlne, May 25, 1810, married Aiwina Atherton, and died in Portland, June 12,
1876.
Mary Jenkins Norton, born at Brooksvilie, Sept. 1. 1812, married first, Benjamin Norwood Brown, who died in 1831,
and second, Oliver Mann
Norwood, of
Mt. Desert, who died at Mt. Desert, Feb.
6, 1879. Mary died at Ellsworth, Feb. 22,
1900.
Lemuel Norton, jr., born at Brooks-

proand

At Uut

time came tbe trouble wltb
wblcb war was narrowly
averted and a few minor encounters did
lake place. It waa at this time that Mr.
Norton met wltb bis misfortune. Three
of bla
ships, loaded with choice
I cargoea finest
trout tbe Orient, tell in wltb a
j
| squadron of French prlvatecra, and In
I spite of tbe proteata of tbe American
they were taken prices.
j captains,
lu relltlun In thfl n*Tt (nntamawla » kss.
| seems to be some doubt. It Is stated tbat
claims

In

ville, 1814,

1838, unmarried.
Pinkbatn Norton,
born at
Oct.
Brooksville,
7, 1816; married Capt.
Ephraim Pray, and died at Tremont,

May 7,

GEO. A. PARCHER

born
-■•■•V,

11,1850.

DRUGGIST.

WORTH $300,000,000.

but made

no payment to the Norton heirs
tbe ground tbat certain evldeuce was

on

1

wanting.

J

It la also stated that

nity

was

ever

no

actual

Indem-

paid by France, but

Uiaivu

and

XI,

1019,

11

UJWrriBU

died at Tremont, May

Lydia Jane Norton, born at Mt. D°aert,
Oct. 1, 1822; married David Norton, March
17,1844, and died Dec, 13, 1848, at Montvllle.
Elizabeth Gray Norton, born at Mt.
Deeert, Dec. 23, 1825; married Capt.
Charles
Branscomb,) and died some
fifteen years ago.
Phebe Wiliams Norton, born Mt. Deaert, Sept. 12,1827, died at Augusta, July 2,
1856, unmarried.
Benjamin Randall Norton, born Mt.
Desert, July 13, 1829; married Vilura
Branscomb, of Mt. Desert, Oct. 15,1852,
and died at Falmouth January, 1891.
Thomas R., born Mt. Deeert, Aug. 17,
1831; married Jane Holbrook, Jan. 1,1875,

j satisfied the demands of several claimants
:

1896.

George Kelley,

presented
French govCome in and get a book which tells nil i
ernment, and alter much litigation were
font VI.VOL.
to
tbe
federal
paid
government, which
/

lost at sea,

Rebecca

to tbe

were

tbat

these claims were considered when LouisThe President of a certain big Oil Coro- ; tana was purchased from
France,and that,
A
worth
to
be
said
$300,000,000.
at that time, the United Slates governjwny is
And
no
and
mistake.
ment undertook their settlement and
h,lr bit of money
ret b»* isn't happy. In anaddressto a Bible
Congress passed a law authorizing the
laoi he (poke of trials and troubles of tbe j
| payment.
rich sail the loads they have to carry. A
and died in Boston, May, 1900.
uui, wwueviT may nave neen me early
he
rotttsg Laly whispered to a friend that
The Norton heirs know that they
Mr. Pray has been at work on the claim
Bight wear a Benson's Porous Plaster on his facts,
bs'kor,betters!,U, diride the money among have never received any momy to indem- for many years, and is assured that his
the members of tbe class. 1 don't know nify them for the leas of their allocator's ! rights to a large portion of the estate are
rrhr her idea about the plaster makes me
property, and they feel that the govern- already established. A number of the
All the same
nan. to laugh, but it does.
Maine heirs have pooled issues to prosment should make good. Just the exact
I bare teen plenty of people laugh after sum
duo la not kuown, but the heirs think ecute the suit, and as the matter comes
on their backs
Fiaateta
Benson's
putting
that when the interest for one hundred into prominence ana there seems some
or chests, or on any other spot where there 1
>e«rs !a considered, the sum total will probability that settlement may be obwaa weight, beariness, weakness or pain.
tained, it Is not at all strange that the
It may be the sharp stabs of neuralgia, the mount well Into the millions.
aches and wrenches of rheumatism ; it msy
One of the claimants, who bad been Norton heirs become legion.
be colds in muscles or bones; it maybe very prominent in
There are decendants in Bath, the
pushing the claim, was
L..1,
IrtMal.
la
.list
aba
the late Thomas K. Norton, of Boston, a children of the late Charles
M.
and
Un
or
it
at
a
as
may
dog bit*;
you ytll
James M. Norton, who are of the same
strain or cramp, anything that want* quiet- cousin of Nordlca and a great grandson
branch as Mme. Nordics, and as is well
ing and comforting. f>ont bother with of Icbabod Norton. Mr. Norton, who
died a little over a year ago, was the uncle tcuown, the famous vocalist has relatives
Mures, liniments,lotions, etc., or with any
of ths stupid and u«c!cea old style plasters. of F. P. Pray, a well-known business man in Bangor, Dexter and other places in
CUp «n & Benson's. It relieve* at one/ of Bar Harbor, and many valuable papers this vicinity. Should a settlement ever
•fid euros quickly. It slop* the pain and in the case were left the latter
by the for- be obtained, some of the money may
makes you laugh for the very ease and good
eventually come to this vicinity.
mer.
imit.
But
watch
out
of
against
feeling
Among the papers Is a genealogical
itates and substitute*. All druggists, or
record of the Norton family, the descend*
we will prepay postage on any number
Only one remedy lu the world that will at
order'd in the tinted Slates on receipt of ants of Icbabod Norton through bis once
I
Hop Ur hint*** of the skin in any part of the
j
85c. each.
of these deLemuel
son,
Norton;
many
oody
; Doan's Ointment. At any drug store, AO
j
k
N.Y.
Bsabury Johnson, Mfg. Chemists,
scendants are Maine, people and it would cents.—4dtot.

j
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than lazy; it means more than idleness; it implies desire for action, yet fl
does not include it; it means that state of life from which vim, vigor and vivacity B
has been sapped for some reason or other. The languid person is sluggish; slow to B
think and act; nothing in particular the matter, but backbone all gone, without life H
B
enough to furnish sufficient will power to make a quick motion.
There are lots of languid—tired—people. They know and realize their trouble B
B
but haven’t been able to put their finger on the spot and correct it.
As an enervator, a corrector of abnormal and morbid conditions, an enlivener, B
and as an antidote for languid take TON IKO-TEA.
G
That’s the sort of R
and
cure you.
and
will
it
strengthen
help
Honestly,
medicine it is.
8
means more

^_

Female Troubles

Helped Wonderfully.

Hf.bron, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Dear Sir,—Your Toniko-Tea has helped me wonderfully for Female trouble, Backache and Constipation,
and I recommend it to all.
LAURA M. KEEN.
Yours truly,
Was Sick For Two Years.
No. Shapleigh, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen,—l have been sick for nearly two years.
Have been taking your Toniko-Tea some little time
and I am almost well now. I think Toniko-Tea is the
best medicine in the world.
ABBIE BRAGG.
Yours truly,

Warrenton, Ga.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Me.
Gentlemen,—I have taken your remedy for Constibeen CURED by it. I
pation and dizziness and have
never will do without Toniko-Tea.
JENNIE CODRY.
Yours very truly,

47
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f PINK

Me

Columbia, Mo.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
of
Gentlemen,—Your Toniko-Tea has done me lots
headaches for some
sick
had
has
good. My daughter
I can
Your Toniko-Tea has entirely cured her.
time
headaches as
recommend it to all that are troubled with
Mrs. NEAL MAHONEY.
a sure cure.

being

BO Cents at all

TONIKO REMEDY GO..

Druggists.

Waterville, Maine.

„MriM
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the

Heed to represent
Iter.
The claim cornea abont In this
way.
Icbabod Norton waa a
wealthy New Bedford wbalerand waa
actively engaged In
bu*ln®sa In tbe closing yeara of tbe 18th

France,

interest in the Nor-

Sept. 18, 1866. Mrs. Norton
| d'ed Jun. 18, 1848, at Montvlile, Me.
The children of the above couple and

century.

Weak People, Old People,
Pals Women,
Bronchitis, Pals Children, I
Sore Lungs,
j

an

claim.
l^etnuel Norton was born in Edgaitown,
June 2,1786, was married March 30,
!
: 1808. to Mary
Norton, and died in Tre-

j

fill Run Down,
No Appotlto,
Ttrod
Out, Debilitated,
JUI
Gain Flesh,

that all have

nine times out of ten a case of yea
with a string on it.”
“I do not understand how this applies to ute.”
“Well, thru. I've told you that we’ll
turn out and fight for you if you’ll
agree to do certain things, but you're
unwilling to give us an out and out
promise in return for our help for fear
some of your rich club friends will trot
out the hammer. Oft Whiteleaf led us
into Jenkins’ camp two years ago, and
we got It In the neck.
Our necks are
full of bumps, and this year we won’t
If
accept any pink string promises.
you want to land In the mayor's chair,
you’ve got to do business on the level.
If you agree to that, we’ll deliver the
goods, and, I tell you frankly, we won't
unless you do.”
“I understand now, Dan, what you
mean exactly, but I do not feel that I
should give pledges. It seems too much
like”—
“You want to be mayor, don't you?”
"Yes, but I want to win honestly.”
"Well, now, if you want to be mayor,
let your friends make your platform
and go into the fight and win on it or
lose. Ilalf the rottenness of municipal
politics would he done away with If
this rule were followed, for the winning platform would have to be for
the best Interests of the city, or the
people wouldn’t have it”
“Y’ou are quite a municipal student,
Dan.”
"Do you agree with my theory?”
“I must.”
“Then all you’ll have to do Is to decide as to who you want for platform
builders. Let them submit it to you.
If you feel you can honestly carry out
as an executive what the platform declares for, sign it Let it he published
In the newspapers, and the majority of
the voters will decide on election day
whether the platform is of sound or rotten timber. Let members of the city
government he elected on the same
platform, and there will be a backbone
to your administration—men working
under orders from the people, and not
a lot of puppets wiggled about by a
clique of moneyed men, as is the case
at present. W hat is your opinion?”
“My opinion Is that your views are
quite correct, hut your associates and

ton

In

If il does not su
10,1 by the
government, has several times
will refund the entire amount i
been mentioned In This
American. The
money.
<T'*lr
h*"
h®*0
given new Impetus of late
with any of the i
jf you are troubled
the
"‘rough
action of Madame Nordics,
we know that ViXot.
following ailment*
j
you should give i <me of the direct descendants of Icbabod
will beip you. Anyway
t • bo bene (i texl by Norton, who claims that as such
banco
thee
vourself
between
It particularly as ruu toko no risk in *3 000,000 and fl,000,000 are due her front
If It does not help you.
Ibe
money
government. Madame Nordics
losing
•atec.
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It was good to be back In the clubhouse, good to receive the smiling
greetings of the ebony servitors In the
halls and the cloakroom, good to hear
the clink of glasses and the shouts of
laughter from a distant cardroom.
So thought Dick Dean as he paused
In the reading room and gazed with
satisfaction at the rich furnishings In
the mellow lamplight. Ills trip abroad
bad done him a world of good. He was
ready to take up the old life with new
rigor. Suddenly tbe light died out of
his face.
Who was that speaking?
Whlteleaf? Yes, that was Whlteleaf,
tbe banker.
“Jonas Norden will be tbe next mayor of this city, gentlemen.
He was
promised It last fall, and today tbe directors of The Dally Times voted to
support him ns the candidate In the
coming caucus."
Denn Rtoo,l mntlnnlpRR

hta

pvpr

flvpd

the curtained doorway leading into
a small committee room, an ominous
light flashing from his deepset eyes.
Whiteleaf was the acknowledged party
boss.
“That will be merry mnslc for Dean
to hear when he lands.” remarked a
second speaker. “He told me Just before he sailed that you had promised
him your support during the coming

on

campaign.”
"Well," drawled Whiteleaf, “things
have changed. The welfare of the party and—er—that North Benson franchise call for a 'different chap than
Dean

for

our

candidate

for

mayor.

But, mark my words, Dean will take
his medicine like a little man.
He’d
never desert the gang.
Besides, I did
not promise; Just hinted that he was in
line for the lightning to strike—a sort
of pink string promise. He’ll land an
office some day. He’s young.”
“Yes, but suppose the buzzing bee demands honey?”
The curtains parted, and Dean stood
before the astonished politicians.
“He does demand it, gentlemen. I
ntn here to exact of Mr. Whiteleaf the
fulfillment
of
that
promise—pink

form planks and”—
“Call together some of your friends—
two men from each ward. Pick out
men of intelligence, irrespective of
wealth or social standing. Tell them
what you wish them to do. The platform will be drawn up by majority
rule, and the voters will decide whether it is for the city’s best Interest or
strings or no pink strings'.”
not Doing this, you establish a precWhiteleaf was the first of the quarThe opposition party will be
edent.
tet to recover his composure. He was
compelled to follow suit, and each side
mentally calculating just how much of will strive to present in future years
the conversation Dean had heard.
the best platform possible for the peo"Glad to see you, Dick. Didn't look
ple's consideration.”
for you before the middle of the
“By Jove, Dan, your argument has
month. What will you have?”
won me, and I’ll do it!”
“Nothing,” replied Dean. Ignoring the
“You will?”
outstretched hand, “until you have ex“Yes. and I want you to serve on
plained the meaning of the speech I this —this platform committee from
unfortunately overheard.”
ward 3. I leave it to your good judg"Come, come, my boy, don’t be hot
ment to select for me a man from each
headed. You have had enough experiof the other wards. I will name a man
ence in wirepulling to know that all is
in each ward myself, and a meeting
fair in love, war and politics.”
will be arranged for Thursday even“A promise given and received in
We will
ings at the Worthy House.
good faith should stand in love, war or
try this municipal scheme of yours,
politics. When 1 withdrew from the and. win or lose, 1 will cheerfully abide
nomination in favor of Jenkins two
by the result.”
years ago. yon gave me a promise. Do
Greenville Whiteleaf sat at his breakyou intend to redeem it?”
fast Friday morning scanning the colWhiteleaf quailed before the angry
The taumns of his morning paper.
young man and glanced uneasily at his ble
girl entered the dining room In
colleagues.
time to see him tear a page from the
“Think of the welfare of your parpaper and,after kicking his chair aside,
ty”—
hastily leave the room. From the mo“Will yon redeem that promise?” inment of leaving his breakfast table unterposed Dean inexorably.
til the closing of the ward caucuses,
Whiteleaf lost his temper.
nearly a month later, the old banker
“I’ll do as I darn please!”
worked incessantly for the defeat of
“That’s all I want to know.” replied j
Dick Dean and the success of Jonas
Dean, with a calmness that should
Norden. Money was used freely, but
have warned the red faced banker of
who accepted it went
ImnAtwllfwr /iiitnotennlm
Ttinn Via trn 11f. 1 many of those
Into the caucuses and. protected by
ed back to the cloakroom, donned his
the secret ballot system, cast their
ragian and went forth into the black, I vote for the man who had dared to
drizzling night.
what he would do if elected. The
A moment later he met a young pollt- j say
banker's protege was buried by a vote
leal worker iu his party. They had j
of two to one.
been schoolmates. Now one was a rich
manufacturer, the other a wage earnWhy He Doited.
ing mechanic. Daniel Porter was leadAt one of the clubs one evening Mr.
er of a certain faction of the party, so!
Montagu Williams met Lord -, who
the manufacturer halted the mechanic,
had just lost liis father. The young
and as their hands met the rich man
lord was naturally melancholy, ami
said:
the lawyer proposed visiting a theater
“Dan. Pm out for the nomination this
opposite, which proposition was acfall. Are you with me?”
cepted. There was a slight fire in the
“Every minute, on conditions.”
theater, whereupon the young lord was
“Can you swiiig the boys into line?”
among the first to bolt, "like a rabbit,”
"Yes. if you'll do business.”
out of the building.
Returning leisure"What do you mean?”
ly to the club. Mr. Williams found
“Square yourself on certain points.” | there bis
young friend quietly srnok
“Name them.”
a cigar.
"The city laiiorers want a fifteen cent lug
"What on earth made you bolt that
a day raise in pay. the boys want Coloway? You seemed frightened out of
nel Uandyside for city marshal, and
wits mot a difficult matter, perthey want M. J. King appointed on the your
Don't you know that on such
board of license commissioners, and, of haps).
an occasion if everybody got up and
course, you’ll be expected to remember
rushed out a panic would ensue, with
your friends when it comes to other aplikely fatal consequences? Whypointive officers. That Is about all my very
on enrtK couldn't you sit still, as I did?
end of the combine wants.”
There was nothing serious the mat"And that is about all there is to be
ter."
Upon this, with the most pathad. isn't it?” asked Dean, with a
ronizing air, the young gentleman resmile.
“Oh. yes. that’s very well for
“Oh. there's a few more things we plied,
you. but you’ve not just succeeded to
may think of later. How do the ones
a peerage and £20,000 a year.”
mentioned hit you?”
“1 am favorable to the city granting
Frnxrant Wood.
Its laborers more pay. Colonel HandyFew of our native trees have odorifadmirable
marmake
nu
side would
erous wood like the sandalwood of the
shal. There can be no doubt as to Mr.
islands In the Indian ocean, but a few
for
a
on
the
seat
King’s qualifications
of the eonifenc on the Pacific slope
I
most
cershould
and
license board,
“have sweet scented woods. The flne
tainly. if elected, favor my friends as
church at Metlakatla. built by the civfur as possible.”
ilized Indians of Alaska, is as fra
all
tbo
like
Dick,
you’re just
“Say.
grant as If incense were continually
rest of the silk stocking politicians.”
floating through the air from the wood
“How so, Dan?”
of the great arbor vita- (Thuja giganPorter tossed his cigar stub Into tho
Libocedrus
tea) of which it is built.
gutter, squared his shoulders, thrust
found farther sonth, is
his hands into his trouser iwjekets nnd deeurrens,
known as "incense cedar” from its
answered:
The yellow cypress (CuA fellow like me, ifragrance.
“Just this way:
and the Monterey
with a little bit of a pull with a few pressus nutkaensls)
ha vs
hundred voters, runs up against a man cypress (Cypressus mnerocarpa)
In the Atlantic
also scented Woods.
like you who wants us to help elect
red cedar and arbor vitas ha
him. We ask him right out plump to states
promise us certain favors, and it’a !

I

Maillard,”

that of

was

bravjg warrior,

a

still lives

the memory of whose exploits
in the chronicles of the M iddle

Ages.
in the year 999 Liege reckoned among
its valiant chiefs one Jean Colin. He acquired the name Maillard from his chosen
weapon being a mallet, wherewith in
light be used literally to crush his opponents. In one of the feuds which were of
perpetual recurrence In those times, he
eucounterea the Count de Lourain in a
pitched battle, and, so runs the story, in
the first ooset Colin Maillard lost both bis
eyes. Ho ordered bis esquire to take him
into the thickest of the fight, and, furiously brandishing his mallet, did such
fearful execution that victory soon declared itself for him.
When Robert of France heard of these
feats of arms he lavished favors and honors
upon Colin, and so great was the fame of
the exploit that it was commemorated in
the pantomimic
representations that
formed part of the rude dramatic performances of the age.
By degrees the children learned to act It for themselves, and
it took the form of the familiar sport.
The blindfolded pursuer, as, with bandaged eyes and extended hands be gropes
for

a

victim to pounce upon,seems in

some

degree to repeat the action of Colin Maillard, the tradition of which is also traceable in the name—blind man’s|buff.

Ascum—Why, he’s quite an enthusiastic
golfer, I understand. Hazzard—Not at all.
I’ve known him frequently to allow hia
business

his

engagements

interfere

to

with him.
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What
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Heap

of

it Would

Happiness

to Ellsworth Homes.

Bring
Hard

to;do housework with

aching

an

back,
Hours of

If

misery

at

leisure

or

at

work.

only knew the cause;
Backache pains come from sick
women

kid-

n ys.
Dean’s

Kidneys Pills will

cure

it.

Ellsworth people endorse this.
Mrs. Zelpha Springer, of West Franklin,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “My
kidneys showed indications of derangement for years, and Anally culminated in
marked symptoms tof dropsy. My feet
and limbs swelled, my heart troubled me.
I could not sleep Jat night on account Of
backache, and despite the use’ofjremedies,
I received little if any benefit. Always
anxious to obtain something to relieve
me of my trouble, if not radically cure
It, I procured Doan’s Kidr ey Pills at Wiggin’s drug store in Ellsworth. The first
box did me good. I continued the treatment and gradually improved. I am just
at the allotted span of life, three score and
ten, apd do not expect a radical cure, but
I can conscientiously 6ay that Doan’s
Kidney Pills, when T appeal to them for
assistance, never fail to give it.”
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., 6oIe
12 miles from

agents for the U. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

other.

ILnpi

Xotfcrs.

Hancock as.—January 7, a. d. 1902.
'SITE, the undersigned, having been duly
\y appointed by the Honorable O. P. Cunningham Judge of Probate within and for
said county, commisloners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of Mary
R. Hagerthy. late of Hurry, in said county, deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent. hereby give public notice agreeably
to the order of the said Judge of probate, that
six mouths from and after January 7, 1902,
have been allowed to the said creditors to present and prove their claims, and that we will
attend to the duty assigned ur at the office of
R. E. Mason, at Ellsworth, on the 15th day o!
February, a. d. 1902, and on the 1st day of
March, a. d. 1902, at 10 of the clock in the forenoon of each of said davs.
Lt'QENBB.MASoN, (Commissioners.
^
(•*
Mason,
)

j

..1

■-'■■"■■a

Origin of Blind Mho’s Buff.
The favorite sport of childhood and
youth is of French origin and very high,
antiquity, having been introduced into
I England in the train of the Norman
French
name
“Colin
conquerors. Its

4

lOiittLOsLltK.
M. Calham,
of
1IT H EREA8
Charlotte
>V Brooksville, in the county of Hancock,
ami State of Maine, now deceased, by her
mortgage deed dated April twentieth, a. d.
1H»1, und recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds in vol 310, page 428, con veyed to me the
undersigned, certain lots or paicels of land,
described in a deed from Samuel Howard to
hru.-lus W. Howard dated
6, 1857 and
Hancock registry of deeds, vol.
ret order', in
110, page -:>Z. to which deed and recortl thereof
reference may be had, and whereas the condition •>! ‘aid mortgage ha* been broken,
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
VanBitken Black.
said mortgage,
.Tan. 1 190?.
Bro-i-vi-i,
.....

t*i_

or

ouo.u.Uer

nereny

gives

notice

that

be has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of Mar.a B. Abbott,
late of Hancock, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto arc requested to make payment imAlonzo Abbott.
mediately.
January 7. 1902.
A

trator

rnnb

1

be

suobcnber

has been

hereby gives notice that

duly appointed adminis-

of Poail E. Austin, late
of Brooksville, in the county of Hancock, degiven bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imRalph U. Condon.
mediately.
December 3. 1901.
trator of the

estate

ceased, and

Sthbcrtisoncnts.

TihTrQ
LAUiLO n-conmenl

Who Hive Used Thom
a, to,

EES

sc,;. KING’S
gur Crown Brand

!
!

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

^
^
Immeditt u r-'itf, no <l*nRer, no pain.
Used i'f'r yt-u by iSadiiif: (.rx-cuCiiM. Hundreds of tesCU
nadafi Atrial wiltcouvinoe you ofthoir intrinsic taIus
In cam ct -iwnprcario!'. hend ten cents for sample and
o\i 6.,*.
AH l'.pgisU or by mail
g.
US MEDICINE CD.. Bo, 19m MSTPI. MASS,

Pauper Notice.

HK undersigned hereby gives notic* that he
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
for the ‘i port of the poor, during the * nsuing
voar, and has made amide provision for their
He therefore forbid* ad persons from
up port.
nrnishlng supplies to any pauper on his acwithout
hi* written order, he will pay
as
ount,
Hakki 8. Junks.
or no goods so furnished.
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Capt. Collins Powers, who went to New
London, Conn., last week, returned Wed-

summer?”
"You? Yellowstone park? Oh. yes!
Now I remember. I had forgotten that
you took every scientific prire last
term.” He removed his pipe from his
mouth and glanced significantly at the
freshman.

nesday.

Capt. Ralph Gray and his Infant son are
of the whooping cough. There
are several other cases reported.
George Blastow has been confined to his
victims

and witnesses

time with rheumatism, alpresent be is a little better.
On January 29 a party of children gath-

house

some

prisoner.BL Bragg though

«»■"“'for «-

“Talking of surprises," said the Jun
lor, "I met with one this summer that
knocked me e-old.”
“Let's have It,” said the senior.
"You knew that I was chosen to represent our class in the university expedition to the YelloWBtoue park tbit

Boon

summer Besson.

follows:

Moses Long, the

plana

church

will be put out for bids. Tbe church la to
be ready for service at tbe opening of tbe

Mr. Fattedcalf.
The

Congregational

The

iroahorirnmon for

were as

mal.

1903.

vestry of the Franklin street church, at
7 30 p.m. Prof., E. A. Cooper acting as
at the bar, was
The prisoner
judge.
charged with stealing articles of clothing
t__

i ftp.h.rar

Mrs O’Ha deny.W L Rhoades
Mr Cider Barrel.W R Rolx

oi

masier

celebrate tbe ninth

to

r<tri

at

erea at me nome

for Prosecution.
Mr Fattedcalf.L B Farnham

i.uiucr

muui

o(

anniversary

and

bis

Ethel

Mr Jones.L Hinckley
Mr Snaffoox.C R Fuller
Mr Smart/... council for.I A L Harris
Mr Hop
i.defendant.\ A Thompson
ITidMwet for Defendant.
Mr Aueurhole.B Irvine
Mr Met Arty.A L Leathers

Ellis.

Feb.

Brewer, is spending a
uncle, 8. P. Webber.
Raymond Goodwin, of Brewer, made a
brief visit to his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. P. Goodwin, last week.
News has been received here of a serious
accident in Madison, by which Metcalf
Gray, of this town, who works in a mill
there, was caught in a belt of the machinery, breaking one arm at the elbow and
dislocating the other.
Elisha 8wett, who was assisting in mov-

Harry Rideout,

The jurors, who were selected from the
audieuce, brought in a verdict of not

jury

out the semi-

glee club made its first appearance

public,
which

and sang
were

of

few weeks with his

Lucy Long...Lydia Staples

nary

3._E.

DfiflllMOI.

Mr Dearboy.R C Page
Mr Griggs.C McCready
Mrs Cullen... .Mary Sails

guilty.

Marian

and

Gray,

Eva

in

number of selections
enjoyed by alt.
a

ing

small

a

smith

E«1en.

thrown

Charles Haynes is able to be out again.
Miss Mary Warren is visiting relatives

building

shop,

ing

partly

one ankle
thrown at tbe

to be used
last

day

one

under the

seriously.

was

building, injur-

His horses

time, and more

same

black-

as a

week,

were

less

or

injured.

here.

Clifford Le’and is slowly
from rheumatic fever.
Q. W. Richards

has

—

|

returned

trom

B.

Feb. 3.

recovering

Blreli

II

»r

l>or.

School closed

a

profitable term

visit to friends at Charleston.

Friday after a pleasant and
of eight weeks. Mr. Smith

knows how to hold tbe interest

of

his

There will be a dance and supper at |
pupils up to tbe last day.
Agricultural ball Tuesday night, Feb. 11,
The storm of Sunday night was the
under
A !
management of
Hodgkins
If stormy, it will be given I heaviest for years, and afforded tbe greatAndrews.
Thursday night, Feb. 13.
eat variety,
giving snow, hail, rain,
Feb. 13.
X.
thunder, lightning and more wind than
No great damage was
was appreciated.
done here. The schooner “Sarah” went
in this harbor. The “Reindeer”, in
I Bunker Harbor, dragged ashore and sunk.
Some of the lobsier fishermen lost cars, a
I small building was blown over, an old
shed unroofed, and a number lost more or

gtmcrtistmcrits.

j ashore

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney

Trouble Makes You

Almost
papers is

everybody
to

sure

j

glass and shingles.

less

I

Feb.

3._C.

Miserable.
Frank Gott and little daughter have

who reads the newsof the wonderful

re-

turned borne from Boston.

know

The

sewing circle gave a sociable Tuesday evening. About f4 was raised.
Mrs M. H.

Henderson,

visiting her parents at
returned home.
Miss Flora
her
has

Day,

who has been

North Bluehill, has

who has

been

visiting

si*ter, Mrs. Herbert Gray, of Bluehill,
returned home.
Mrs. Edward

The friends of Mr. and

Cirter gave them house-warming Friday
evening. About fifty were present. Many
useful and pretty gifts were received.
Feb. 1.
D.
a

wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you have kid-

|

_

Oak Point.

|

James Seavey has gone to Portland
business.

on

ney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
Harry C. Alley is employed at Seal Harjust the remedy you need, it has been tested bor
i
lumbering for Waldo Pierce.
in^u
many ways, in nospuai worK, in private
Capt. John Dolliver, in the schooner
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in “Webster”, is frozen up in Orland.
every case that a special arrangement has
The high school in district No. 4 began
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a last week, taught by Mr. Carter, of Hancxk.
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
Charles Clow is recovering from the intelling more about Swamp-Root and how to
lind out if you have kidney or bladder trouble. jury that he received in the woods by a
When writing mention reading this generous tree falling on him.
Feb. 4.
Plutabch.
offer in this paper and
p*send your address to.
Maw—t
Dr. Kilmer &. Co., Sing-L—™,™
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Emery are reThe ^**^233^
hamton, N. Y.
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
regular fifty cent and ttoo« or stuop-itooc.
son.
dollar sites are sold by all good druggists.
—

J_J_J

The

Baptist society

sociable”

ashore.

repaired by its
will

use

owner

was

the

damage.
E.

Mrs. Mabel

!

be

can

if he

'('apt.

|

fcgypr
Mrs
will

spend the winter at E. G. Burnham’s.

George Preble, who has been here
on a visit, has returned to her home in
Fairfield.
Harold Warren, of Burry, cut his foot
quite badly one day fast week, while in

Boston Terrier

t

woods at work.

Feb 3
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"Don’t Interrupt the speaker.” interposed the senior severely. "This expedition has brought about some remarkable discoveries, and we want to heat
about them.”
"This calcareous and siliceous matter.” resumed the narrator, "instantly
inerustates whatever it falls upon. We
found any quantity of things from
which, when we knocked off the coating, there was the original article, goi>d
as ever.
15ut we found one thing we
hadn't counted on. One of the fellows,
picking up a piece of stone about ten
Inches long and quite slender, began
to hammer It, and after an extra bard
knock the tiling broke up, and off wrig
gled a live lizard.”
"1 didn't know," said the freshman
in astonishment, "that life could exist
inside of a stone.”
"Shut up, freshman!" said the sophomore. "What do you know about science?”
“Life may exist inside of ice.” said
the senior by way of explanation
“Why not inside of stone as wellV’
"It occurred to me,” the narratoi
went on. "to separate from the rest ol
the party and look for other live spec!
mens, so I took my outfit and went on
a still hunt.
I spent ten days picking
up different articles without liudlm;
anything better than n chipmunk and
began to get discouraged. I was stand
ing one day by one of the biggest gey
sers, admiring the way it shot up lute
the air, and was so intent upon it thal
1 didn't notice that 1 was gradually be
ing covered with Us spray. It occurred
to me that If 1 stood there long enougt
I would become iucrusted und turn oul
a
liviug statue, so I moved farthei
away. Just above was another geyser
spouting for all it was worth. I wem
to it and leaned against a stone, a son
of pillar about ten feet high, ovei
which the spray was constantly fall
ing. I don't know what put it into mj
head, but I began to chop at the thiuf
broke off a big chunk ami laid bare a
piece of gray cloth. Examining it, 1
found it to be a man's coattail.”
"I can hardly believe that," said till
freshman, with Increasing surprise.
”Go on,” said the senior, with a with
erlng glance at the doubter.
“I Svent round to the opposite side ol
the stone and after hammering awhile
exposed a bit of light summer silk
I began to get interested. There was
an eminence—or, rather, one of those
terraces they have In the park—beside
the big stone, and, mounting it, 1
swung the ax over my head. Just as 1
throw the hammer at athletic shows,
and, bringing the blade down on the
top of the stone, cleft it in twain.
"And found"— said both upper class
men, with a tine show of interest.
“I found," said the speaker impress
ively, "a young man anil a girl stand
Ing side by side, the man's arm arount
the girl's waist. They had been there
since the last party had visited the gey
sers. a week before, thus furnish ill),
admirable data as to the time a pair ol
lovers can spend in that enjoyable posi
tion. They had stood together by thi
geyser, admiring it and each other nnc
were so intent upon their spooning thai
they didn't realise they were beeominj
incrusted till It was too laie.
“You don't mean it!” cried the fresh
man. “Pshaw! It's ridiculous!”
“Freshman,” said the senior sternly
“you are doubting the word of the sei
entifle prodigy of this college."
"What did they do?” asked the soph
omore.

The girl blushed rosy red a
being caught In such a position, am
the fellow marched her off. remarking
that they must hurry or their party
would leave the iwtrk without them.”
The freshman departed more uneom
fortable than when he entered. Hi
knew the upper class men had beet
guying him, lint dared not question thi
story. He was no sooner out of ear
shot when the senior turned to the Jun
lor with the remark:
“What an unconscionable liar yoi
are!”
“No more than you.”
“I? How did I lie?”
“You referred to me as tbe sclema
prodigy of the college when you knew
that I got through my scientifles las
“I>o?

term
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Georgia Coombs, of West Franklin,

Mrs.

—-

GEO. 5. HARRIS St

Gould, of this pi* ce, and
Capt. George A. Erskine. of Bucksport,

were married here Thursday foreno. i», at
the borne of the bride’s brother, Fro mas
B aiadell. The ceremony was perfi .med
by Rev. W. H. Powteslaud. Members uf
the families were present. After thecer*
mony. there was an informal reception,
Erskine and his bride left on the
i m *r»n»g train for a short wedding trip
before going to their home in Bucksport.

“L F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS.

COMOKB

at Mrs
a very

VraakJin.

the True

So.

“snowball

She received little if any

Feb. 3.

|

only be repaired by a
doebmaker, but a human sysdown

a

hunt

It proved

strongest witnessed here for some time.
Schooner “Cosmopolitan”, owned by W
H. Ward, dragged her anchor* add ’went

can

run

held

peanut

Teague’s Friday night.
enjoyable affair.
The gale of Sunday night

A Clock That
Has
Run
Down
tem that has

and

Ruuno,

reverence.

Appleton
Holden, t’hauncey Hutchinson and Emery

Mrs McCarty.Joale Slpprelk
B L Bragg
Mr Long...
Mrs Long.Earl tllggtne
Mr Rosette.....C D Millet

was

Mildred

Haskell,

Staples, Gay and

iwuj

"who knows anything, that the geysers out there are Impregnated with
calcareous and siliceous matter.”
"Calcareous and siliceous matter is
good.” said the sophomore, with mock
©n,

were
Games
birth.
played
dainty refreshments were served. In tbe
Mr Outhouse.CM Wlggln
party were Alton Torrey, Lida Stinson,
Mr Siegenspiel.H Norton,
Harold and Hazel Hardy, Benlah and
Mrs Abrams.Sue Hlncks

While the

DISCOVERY

PRESBYTERIAN PASTOR
PRAISES PE RU-NA.

Rufus Ccnary bas moved his family to
Lamolne.

Miss Blanche Stone has gone to Bangor
[Original.]
to visit relative*.
The summer had passed, and the stning
Miss Lenore Pratt has gone to Bangor
I dents were returning to college for the
*12.1 000. K. M. Hoe, of New York; R»v.
! to attend Shaw’s business college.
1 fall term, among them the freshmen,
BodE.
C.
of
S.
Johu
Penman,
Bangor;
Augustus Jones weut to South Brewer
Lawrence, <:f who, green from the high school, the
man, of New York; A. K
farm iu some Saturday to visit his niece, Mrs. Flora
thp
N
J
school,
Newark.
of
Mrs.
grammar
Wright,
Boston;
unpacking their ward- Hodgkins.
cases, were
are building cottages to cost from fS.000
Leon Swett, the smart little agent for
robes and setting themselves for hard
to 12.000. On Pierce’s bluff. Rev. A. Mcclass men were as
Grit, had a hard time making his trip in
Kay Smith, of Washington, D. C., la hav- study. Three upiier
In a room of one of the dormitbe storm last Sunday.
ing a cottage built that will coat f-45,000. •embled
tories, among them a single freshman.
Parties were tbe rage here last week.
Emerson Ladd, Harry Otto and James
He walked about as If trending on There were parties at the homes of AuVarnum residents of Seal Harbo.r are also
eggshells, and if there was one thing gustus Jones, Willis Sadler, and Miss Lebuilding cottages.
he dreaded It was being made game of. nore Pratt.
Plana have been made for a large cotThe senior and the Junior treated him
Tbe ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
tage for J. F. Rhodes, the historian, of
as unworthy of any especial notice, the
Beacon street, Boston, to be built near
Betsey Milliken, Jan. 30. The two prizes
as an inferior order of anisophomore
Raven’s Cliff, to be completed April 1,
were won by Fred Hall, of
Brewer, and

Rev. T. F. Jones, of Thomaston, presiding elder of Rockland district, spent
several days st the seminary last week.
As he is on© of the special committee appointed by the last conference to investigate the condition of the school, bis report
will be watched for with interest by those
connected with the seminary.
Mrs. F. R. Fuller, teacher of elocution
seminary, gave a party to the members of her classes Monday evening.
There were about twenty present, who enjoyed the games and candy pull, which
made up the programme for the evening.
Mock Trial.
last
Friday
The athle'ie association
It was well
evening gave* a mock trial.
attended and the proceeds will put the
association out of debt and leave something in the treaury. A gymnastic exbibit’on is being planned for the last week
in the term which will probably attract
considerable interest.

James Wllaon has arrived borne.

There i. a brisk building boom in Seal
Harbor. At present aix cottages are bcbuilt, to cost In the aggregate about

i
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tem

only by
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of pony.”
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most

ingenious
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W. L. Pratt.

School closed Friday, after a very sucweeks taught by Miss
Ella Jude. Mias Jude received several
presents from her pupils.

cessful term of ten

KLLSWOHTH.

NORTH

Higgins

Charles

has

his family

moved

Ellsworth.

to

Fred Starkey has moved into the house
owned by Charles Higgins.
Mrs. Augusta King, of Ellsworth, ts visiting her sister, Mrs. Melvin McGown.
Fred Maddocks, of Brewer, is spending
days with hit mother, Mrs. Mary
Maddocks.

a

few

Alice snd I>ella Conary, of Surry,
a few days with their sunt,
Mrs. Howard McGown.

First Presbyterian Cbnreh of Greensboro. Ga., and Its Pastor and Elder.

Miss*s

are

spending

was when men of promihesitated to give their testimonials to proprietary medicine*
for pnblicatlon. This remains true today of most proprietary medlotne*. But
Pcruna ha become so Justly famous, its
merit* are known to so many people of
high and low stations, that no one hesltates to see his name in print rccommending Pcruna.

THF.

4

Mrs. Emily
Clement, who has been
stopping in Bangor, came home Saturday,
accompanied by her granddaughter, Mrs.
Blanche
Gotthold
and her daughter

Beatrice, of New York.
LAKEWOOD.
Mias Emma Kenny, of tbe city, is visiting relatives here.

A dignified representative of the Presbyterian church in the person of Bev.

Mary A. Garland visited friends in
city last week.
Harrison Gray and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are visiting relatives here.
Jeremiah Moore spent (Sunday in Bar
Harbor with his daughter, Mrs. J. H.
Miss

E. Q. Smith does not hesitate to state

tbe

publicly that be has used Pcruna in his
family and found it cured when other

Point.

Thatcher, of Bangor, ia building a
handsome cottage here. It will be two
stories. On tbe first floor will be a dining room, library, butler’s pantry, kitchen, laundry and large living room and hail
combined. This will be an especially
B. B.

attractive

apartment, one of (be features
large fireplace and mantel of
pressed brick. Opening off this room will
be a round tower from which, through
plate glass, may be obtained a beautiful

being

a

view

of'the

ocean

Wide

sorts.

and

verandas

neighboring
will

nearly

Hon. S. D. McEnery, United State*
Senator from Ixmisiana, says the followRev. E. G. Smith, pastor of the Presby- ing in regard to Peruna:
terian church of Greensboro, Ga., The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, 0.:
writes:
Oentlcmen Peruna Is an excellent
“Having used Pcruna In my family for tonic. I have used It
sufficiently to
some time it gives me pleasure to testify
that I believe It to be all that you
to its truo worth. My little boy seven say
claim for It.— S. D. McEnery.
years of age had been suffering for some
time with catarrh of the lower bowels.
If you do not derive prompt and satisOther remedies had failed, but after factory results from the use of Peruna,
:ak ing two bottles of Pcruna the trouble j write at.once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
almost entirely disappeared. For this full statement of your case and he will
to give you his valusbl*
special malady I consider it well nigh a be pleased
As a tonic for weak and worn advice gratis.

[

specific.
out people

it has few
REV. E. G. SMITH.

cottage.
Edward! Stetson, of Bangor, will also
build a fine cottage at the Foiut.
It will
b* of Dutch colonial style.
On the first
floor will be a large reception hall, living
room, dining room, library, butler’s pantry, kitchen and laundry. Featnrea will be
the open pressed brick fireplaces and man-

principal

rooms.

On tbe second

floor will be a bath room and five chambers, with open fireplaces in two of them.
There will be three chambers on tbe third
floor. Tbe cottage will be 82x40 feet. It
will be surrounded by wide verandas
Tbe cottage will be in readiness for occupancy about the first of June.
West

or

no

equal*.”—

Kden.

N. W. Higgins has been in Ellawdrth,
serving as juryman.
Mrs. Ida Rich has gone to Ellsworth to
visit her aunt, Mrs. Lizzie Salisbury.

KLIiSWORTH KALIiS.

During last Monday’s storm Lorenzo
lost bis smelt house, by the ice
breaking up in tbe cove.
Jan. 30.
M.

tensive

^btrttsrmcnts.

Samples.

Over Two Hundred Thousand Trial
Bottles Sent Free by Mail.

bard

mill will start up
next week.
wood

on

Monday of
Mrs. Martha Lsffln wbo bas been in
Lewiston since Christmas, came borne
Friday evening.
Mrs. W. H. Moore, of Bangor, wbo was
visiting here last week, returned borne
Saturday evening.
Mrs. Fred Grace bas gone to tbe Green
Lake

hatchery

to

stop

with

her

hunt and

turough the winter.
William

P. Moore and wife, wbo have
weeks, came

been in Brewer for several
borne Saturday evening.

Mrs. C. J. Treworgy and
Mis* Lura
Treworgy, who have been in Boston for a
I
two weeks’ visit, came home Thursday.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. started in
sawing Tuesday morning, after aeveral
days’ shut-down caused by lack of birch.
W. H. Brown and D, J. Lyman are at
East Hampden where they have an ex-

xkrmcuj

American

are

nr.

a

George

L.

vu

I'ump

Jordan

and

It will take
m* juv.

riB

Moore,

Fred

while in the woods for spcol-wood on
towuftblp fourteen on Tuesday, met a
large bull roooae In the wrood road. The
rnooae came up to within a few rods of
the teams, stopped, and then trotted off

alowiy.
The arc lamp has been exchanged for
three fifty candle power aeries lamps.
Toe one in rear of Whitcomb, Haynes A
Co 'a store will be placed at junction of the
Waltham and landing roads In tbespring.
One of the aeveo Incandescent lamps to he
installed under the new lighting contract
will be put near five saw-dam bridge.

Health for 10 Cents.
lively liver, pure blood, clean
skin, bright eyes, perfect health—
Cascarets Candy Cathartic will obA

tain and secure them for you. Genuine tablets stamped C. C. C. Never
sold in bulk. All druggists, toe.

A. E. MOORE
PRY

Cjlxomuhiq

enabled to obtain

repairing.

FIRE SALE

By special arrangement with tbe manujustly famous Kidney
medicine, Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
ui

at mill

_i

facturers of that

iuc itnuag

job

»uujo min' tiiuiuiii

Tbe

Mayo

barrels of

Address Dr. Hartman, Prcaidcntof la*
Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, Ohio.

resur-

round tbe

tels in the

“For a long time I was troubled with
catarrh of the kidneys and tried many
remedies, all of which gave me no relief.
Peruna was recommended to me by
i several friends, and after
using a fsw
bottles I am pleased to say that the long
looked for relief waa found and I am
now enjoying better health than'Ihav*
far years. It Is certainly a grand medicine.”— M. J. Rossman.

remedies failed.

Nevells.
Rnnrork

Mr. M. J. llossman, a prominent merchant of Greensboro, Ga., and an elder
in the Presbyterian church of that place,
writes:

day

nence

trial

pamphlet of valuable medical
advice absolutely free, by simply sending

GOODS

bottle and

their full

name

and

postoffice

Sale

address to

DR. DAVID KENNEDY CORPORATION, Rondout, N. Y., and mentioning
this paper, the publishers of which guar-

the

antee

the

genuineness

of

Of

course

this involves

enormous ex-

bargains

SPECIAL

so many grateful
letters
from those who have been benefited and
cured of the various diseases of the Kid-

Smith

IN

Storm Skirts,

Ladies' Capes,
Dress Goods.
Boots and Shoes.

Liver, Bladder and Blood, Rheumatism, Dyspepsia and Chrouic Constipation, and all weaknesses peculiar to
women, that they willingly send trial bottles to all sufferers.
Upon investigation it was found that 91
per cent, of those who bad used the trial
bottle had receded such benefit from it

SALE

they purchased large sized bottles of
druggists.

h mailers not bow sick you are or how
many physicians have failed to help you,
stud for a trial bottle of this great rnediciue. It costs you but a postal card, and
benefit and core will most certainly be
the result.
Favorite Remedy is the only kidney
medicine that acts as a laxative—all others
Put some urine in a glass tumbler and
let it stand 24 hours; if it has a sedimt-t t
if it ia pale or discolored, milky * r
cloudy, stringy or ropy, your Kidneys »r
Bladder are in bad condition. Dr. Dav«i
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy speedi*.
cures such dangerous symptoms as pain in
the back, inability tr> hold urine, a burn
ing, scalding pain in passing it, frequent
desire to urinate, especially at night, the
staining of linen by your urine and sli
unpleasant and dangeroua effects on the
system produced by the use of whisky,
wine or beer. Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy Is sold by sll drug store** or
direct at fl for a large bottle; six bottles
for f5.
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and E. J. Davis,
to announce that owing to
the recent disastrous lire,
they have hern
obliged to seek other quarters, and have
found them at the Holmes,
building on
street—the store recently occupied
by J. H. Brimmer & Co.

furniture, beg
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